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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to develop a new method to compute a continuous- 
energy representation of the neutron flux spectrum using the one-dimensional discrete 
ordinates method. The technique provides a rigorous calculational tool for applications 
that require a detailed description of the fine-structure variation in the space-dependent 
neutron energy spectrum over some energy ranges. This technique uses the combination 
of multigroup (MG) and rigorous pointwise (PW) solutions to the steady state 
Boltzmann transport equation in the calculations. Also utilized in this methodology are 
two new methods called “sub-moment” expansion and “cumulative integral” operator to 
accurately evaluate the Legendre moments of the elastic scatter and the integral terms 
associated with the down scatter source at each point in the PW range.
A comprehensive computer program called CENTRM has been developed 
based on this technique to provide problem specific angular fluxes and flux moments.
One primary use of these detailed fluxes is in processing problem-dependent multigroup 
(MG) cross sections. The obtained MG cross sections are used in other MG calculations 
for reactor physics and criticality safety applications. This computer program is to 
function as one of the primary components in a comprehensive nuclear reactor analysis 
code system being developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory for the U. S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission.
ix
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The unprecedented improvements in computer performance in recent years 
enables rigorous solutions of complex problems, for which only approximate solutions 
were previously feasible. In steady state nuclear reactor physics, radiation shielding, and 
criticality safety analysis, the distribution of neutrons in phase space is governed by the 
steady state Boltzmann transport equation, an integro-differential equation that is a 
function of six phase space variables. The “multigroup” approach is still the most 
common method used both in deterministic and stochastic solutions to the Boltzmann 
equation. In this method, the continuous energy variable appearing in the equation is 
integrated over relatively broad intervals called “groups”. This technique provides a 
major reduction in computation time by limiting the calculation to a relatively few groups 
(<300) which cover the entire energy spectrum of interest, typically 0-20 MeV. In this 
technique, the pertinent nuclear interaction data such as reaction cross sections, which 
may be complicated functions of energy, must be provided as group dependent constants 
representing the spectrum-weighted-average value over each group. Due to the 
complexity of the cross section behavior, there have been a considerable number of 
studies focused on developing elaborate techniques and computer codes to process 
multigroup cross sections from basic nuclear physics data.
1
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The fundamental nuclear data describing various neutron-nucleus interactions, 
such as resonance parameters, scattering distributions and other tabulated data, are 
compiled in the Evaluated Nuclear Data Hie (ENDF(1)) and maintained by the National 
Nuclear Data Center at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The evaluated data on these 
ENDF files are tested, analyzed and periodically updated. ENDF/B-VI, which was first 
released in 1989, is the latest version of the ENDF file currently available. Typically a 
multigroup processing code reads nuclear data information from the ENDF file and 
produces pointwise (PW) cross section versus energy for various types of reactions. 
These PW cross sections are generated on a fine energy grid appropriate for each 
nuclide, such that the cross section at any energy can be interpolated with a specified 
interpolation scheme (often linear) within some error tolerance. The number of energy 
points required to represent the cross section data typically ranges from 100 to 100,000 
points, depending on the nuclide. For example, in ENDF/B-VI, the pointwise total cross 
section for ““U processed with 0.1% tolerance consists of about 80,000 points spanning 
the energy range 0-20 MeV. The multigroup processing code averages the pointwise 
cross sections over each energy interval in a desired group structure using a specified 
neutron spectrum as a “weight function”. The multigroup cross sections for many 
materials are then stored on libraries for subsequent multigroup calculations to predict 
reactor performance, criticality safety margins, etc.
The energy dependent weight function used for group averaging is usually a 
representative neutron flux distribution corresponding to a generic class of applications 
(i.e., Light Water Reactor, Fast Reactor, Fusion, etc.) and are not problem specific. In
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reality, the true flux spectrum for a given reactor is a function of space, direction, and 
energy; and it depends on the specific reactor geometry and composition. Thus, the 
group averaged cross sections also depend on the system geometry and composition. 
Within the resonance range the flux distribution is especially sensitive to the 
concentrations of resonance materials in the system. Resonance materials introduce 
spatially varying fine structure to the neutron energy spectrum reflecting the impact of 
abrupt changes in the value of the cross section in the resonance range. This behavior of 
the flux spectrum has a significant impact on the multigroup cross sections due to the self 
shielding effect(2,3). Currently, the impact of resonance self shielding is most often 
included in the multigroup cross sections by applying approximate analytical models, 
such as the “Narrow Resonance” approximation in conjunction with the Equivalence 
Theory(2,3).
A fundamental limitation of the multigroup approach is due to errors introduced 
in the MG cross sections by use of generic spectra as weight functions and by 
approximations used for resonance self shielding. Errors in the MG cross sections are 
propagated as errors and uncertainties in calculated reactor parameters such as the 
critical eigenvalue, reactivity coefficients and power distribution. In reactor physics and 
criticality safety calculations, such uncertainties may have significant impact on safety 
and economics.
Both the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Department of Energy 
have been interested in improving their current methods used for criticality safety and 
reactor analysis. A pointwise-enerev treatment could supplement the current multigroup
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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methods and provide a more accurate analysis capability. Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) funded the Louisiana State University Nuclear Science Center to 
develop a new method to perform energv-oointwise calculations for the neutron 
spectrum within nuclear systems, and plans to incorporate the LSU computer program 
into their widely used “SCALE(4)” system of computer codes that is utilized worldwide 
for nuclear analysis. This research project utilizes current computational resources to 
develop a new calculational methodology along with a computer code to utilize the 
pointwise cross sections directly in a rigorous, one-dimensional neutron transport 
calculation. The pointwise neutron flux distribution obtained with this technique is 
system-specific and can be used as a weighting function to produce problem-dependent 
multigroup cross sections. The multigroup cross sections can then be used in further 
criticality and reactor physics calculations with existing multigroup, multidimensional 
codes. This method has the potential to greatly improve the accuracy of the current MG 
cross section processing methods. The developed method and computer program have 
been extensively tested and validated as discussed in a separate section of this thesis.
The specific objectives of this study are summarized as follows:
1- Determine the overall theoretical methods for pointwise flux calculation.
2- Develop algorithm to be used to compute a problem-specific pointwise energy
mesh.
3- Develop the theoretical method for treating scatter source calculation in the PW 
range.
4- Develop the theoretical method of coupling between the PW and MG ranges.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5- Develop the numerical computation algorithm.
6- Develop the computer program; perform initial numerical-optimization studies.
7- Design the pointwise cross section data library format and process pointwise 
nuclear data.
8- Benchmark the theory and the code, by comparison with experimental 
measurements and numerical tests.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Particle transport calculations may be performed with two general classes of 
methods: (a) Stochastic (Monte Carlo) and (b) Deterministic. Each approach has 
advantages and disadvantages and each has important applications in nuclear 
engineering. It is relatively straightforward to utilize pointwise cross section data in 
Monte Carlo calculations, whereas deterministic methods are mainly limited to 
multigroup calculations.
In the past, the pointwise Monte Carlo method has been used as an alternative 
to the multigroup approach when more rigorous calculations were needed in reactor 
physics and criticality safety analysis. Monte Carlo computer codes such as MCNP<S), 
SAM-CE(S), and VIM00 have been developed that utilize pointwise-continuous nuclear 
data. These codes are very powerful tools for many types of problems in reactor physics 
calculations and analysis since they are able to model complex three-dimensional 
systems. Although not constrained by the multigroup limitations, they sufier from 
different limitations typical of the Monte Carlo approach, namely statistical uncertainties 
and long execution times. In many reactor physics and criticality safety calculations, 
stochastic uncertainties can have a significant impact on the ability to perform parametric 
studies. This is because in many cases the changes in the calculated parameters are so
6
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small that, unless a large number of histories are chosen, the parameter variations fell 
within these uncertainties. An example is in the calculation of reactor temperature 
coefficients, where changes on the order of 0.01% in the critical eigenvalue are 
important. Furthermore, for many complex problems dealing with the buraup of the 
reactor core which contains thousands of fuel pins at different exposure conditions, the 
calculation of space and time dependent parameters by Monte Carlo is not practical, 
currently There are no reactor burnup codes based on Monte Carlo that are in use by the 
nuclear industry, because fuel depletion calculations require that many responses be 
scored; e.g., the power produced by every pin at each time interval during the fuel cycle 
must be computed. This can not be done with sufficiently low standard deviations by 
Monte Carlo. Hence, multigroup deterministic methods are still the main tools for 
reactor fuel management studies. It is also important to note that even some Monte 
Carlo codes use multigroup cross sections. KENO m, which is probably the most 
commonly used Monte Carlo code for criticality safety analysis, uses multigroup data. 
Regardless of the pros and cons of the Monte Carlo method, the technique does not 
provide the rigorous pointwise neutron flux distribution needed in multigroup cross 
section processing. In order to obtain such a flux distribution, a pointwise deterministic 
solution to the transport equation is an attractive option.
Some studies performed 20-30 years ago examined various deterministic 
techniques that utilize continuous pointwise cross section data. Due partially to the 
limited computer resources of the era, the codes developed based on these techniques 
contain approximations that introduce major limitations for many types of analysis.
permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Pointwise deterministic codes developed during the 1960's and 1970's, such as 
RABBLE w and ROLAIDS(10), employ the “interface current” formulation of integral 
transport theory in the calculation of the flux spectrum. Although computationally 
efficient, this method assumes that the flux is isotropic at the spatial interval interfaces 
and that scattering is isotropic in the laboratory system. These approximations in the 
above technique may significantly overestimate resonance absorption in some low- 
enriched thermal reactors. The OZMAai) code developed by Barhen in the late 1970's 
employs the discrete ordinates (S*,) approximation which allows the angular flux to be 
anisotropic. This was a great improvement over the interface current method. However 
OZMA limits representation of the scattering kernel to only a linear anisotropic (P,) 
distribution. Several other drawbacks to this code include; a) it does not provide a full 
energy range calculation and b) it assumes a uniform energy mesh with constant lethargy 
intervals for every problem.
Several doctoral students at Columbia University conducted studies to 
incorporate pointwise data in one-dimensional discrete ordinates solutions to the 
transport equation for radiation shielding analysis. In one study(12>, circa 1976, the 
researchers developed a method utilizing a pointwise representation of the neutron 
scatter source in their calculations. The pointwise calculations were performed by 
conventional multigroup S** codes by simply replacing the multigroup scatter matrix with 
the point-to-point scatter matrix. The method was only applied to transport calculations 
of high energy neutrons through shielding materials (i.e.; water, iron, etc.) in which 
resonance absorption reactions are relatively unimportant, so that a relatively few
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
number of energy points are required. Due to the limitations of computer resources at 
that time, the number of points were limited to a few hundred, much too small a number 
to adequately represent the cross section behavior in resonance materials such as found 
in reactor fuels. Liu(13), also at Columbia University, proposed a HYBRID method in 
which a combination of both multigroup and pointwise calculations were utilized in a 
one-dimensional discrete ordinates code. Similar to the earlier Columbia work, the 
multigroup scatter matrix was replaced by the combination of group-to-group, group-to- 
point, point-to-point, and point-to-group scatter matrix. The Columbia method of 
representing the scatter matrix significantly limits its potential application in most reactor 
physics calculations in which fissionable materials like the uranium and plutonium 
isotopes play an important role, since the method is very inefficient for the large numbers 
of points needed to represent the cross sections of these materials. Surprisingly, there 
has been little work done on deterministic energy-pointwise transport calculations in 
nearly twenty years.
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CHAPTER 3 
OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY
The need for the development of a deterministic method to provide a rigorous 
pointwise solution to the transport equation, applicable to a wide range of problems 
encountered in reactor physics and criticality analysis, continues today. While the lack of 
computer resources in the past has limited earlier researchers to more approximate 
methods, the present availability of superb computational resources, with an even 
brighter outlook for the future, offers the opportunity to develop a highly rigorous 
methodology with minimal approximations.
In this study, a new deterministic methodology has been developed to solve the 
Boltzmann transport equation in one-dimensional geometry, using a combination of 
multigroup and pointwise cross section data, to obtain a continuous energy 
representation of the neutron flux spectrum over the entire energy range of interest (0-20 
MeV) in reactor physics and criticality safety analysis. One of the main applications of 
the method is to provide problem-specific and accurate angular fluxes and flux moments 
for processing resonance-shielded multigroup cross section data. Similar to Liu’s 
HYBRID approach, the entire energy range is divided into three regions called the upper 
multigroup range (UMR), the pointwise range (PW), and the lower multigroup range 
(LMR), respectively, as shown in Figure 3.1. The division of the energy range into these
10
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Figure 3.1 Definition of CENTRM Energy Ranges and Scattering
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three regions is based roughly on the general energy dependency behaviors of the 
nuclear cross sections. The complete discussion of the definitions of these energy 
ranges, along with other important related parameters, will be presented later in this 
chapter.
Fission neutrons are bom mainly in the UMR and slow-down via scattering 
reactions into the PW range where many are absorbed by resonance reactions. Those 
that survive will slow down into the LMR and become thermal neutrons. In this work, 
multigroup calculations (preferably with a “fine” group structure) will be used to 
determine the neutron spectra in the UMR and LMR energy ranges. The use of the 
multigroup solution within these two regions is usually sufficient mainly because the 
nuclear cross section behavior is characterized as smooth and slowly varying. However, 
a newly developed pointwise calculation method is used in the PW range where 
resonance absorption is significant. It is in the PW range that many important nuclides 
have fine structured, resolved resonances that change rapidly with energy. Unlike the 
method used in the Columbia University studies, in the PW range the scattering source 
calculation does not utilize point-to-point matrices, but rather will be based on a new 
approach that takes advantage of simplifications due to the kinematics of elastic scatter. 
This allows an ultra-fine energy mesh to be used to adequately represent the resonance 
cross sections. In the PW range anisotropic scattering in the laboratory coordinate 
system is represented by the scattering kernel for s-wave, elastic scatter from stationary 
nuclei, but the scatter source in the laboratory system is not limited to a Pt Legendre 
expansion like in OZMA. Two new methods, called the “sub-moment expansion(14)” and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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“cumulative integral04*” methods, developed in this work are utilized in formulating an 
effective and efficient algorithm in the calculation of the scattering source within the PW 
range. Furthermore, the method developed in this work does not place any limitation on 
the number of energy points and can be efficiently applied to large energy meshes. A 
problem-specific energy mesh is generated internally that depends upon the 
concentrations and temperature of the resonance absorber materials in each problem.
Due to the assumption of s-wave elastic scattering and no upscattering in the 
PW range, it is generally suggested that this region be selected below the inelastic 
threshold of all nuclides in the problem, and above the thermal region where neutron 
upscattering becomes important. For problems with compositions containing nuclides 
such as Pu, where the self shielding effect may have a significant impact in the thermal 
range, the PW calculation can be extended to the thermal range with the understanding 
that the solution will not include upscattering and other thermal effects. Typically, 
thermal scattering is most important below 0.1 eV, and most significant resonances 
occur above this energy.
The transport calculation for the two MG regions is similar to the conventional 
multigroup approach that uses a group-to-group scatter matrix. The MG scatter source 
calculation does not place any restriction on the type of neutron scattering reactions; i.e., 
both elastic and inelastic nuclear reactions within the UMR, and both free and bound 
molecular motion within the thermal energy range of the LMR are considered.
However, in the PW range, only elastic scatter from stationary nuclei is treated.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The calculated group fluxes in UMR and LMR are converted to flux per 
lethargy by dividing the group flux by the group lethargy width. These flux per lethargy 
values are then assigned to the middle lethargy of the group. The continuous energy 
neutron spectrum as a function of space is produced by combining the spectra obtained 
by the fine MG calculations in the UMR and LMR with the pointwise energy solution of 
the PW range. The spectra are utilized by an independent module called “PMC(1S)” to 
process problem-specific MG cross sections for subsequent reactor physics or criticality 
safety calculations.
3.1 Description of the Energy Ranges for UMR, PW, and LMR
An input MG library in AMPX WORKING(4,l6) library format provides the MG 
cross sections used for each problem. This data library consists of the MG nuclear data 
for materials commonly encountered in reactor physics, criticality safety, and shielding 
problems. The entire energy range, typically between 0-20 MeV, in an AMPX library is 
divided into IGM number of groups, defined by IGM+1 energy boundaries. The upper 
boundary of the first group represents the highest energy (E~20MeV) while the lower 
boundary of the last group represents the lowest energy (E~10‘5 eV). Also defined in the 
WORKING library is the group corresponding to the upper energy of the thermal range, 
which is set by a parameter called IFTG. The SCALE computer package code provides 
several standard ‘MASTER” libraries of different group structures, ranging from a 27 
course group structure to a 238 fine group library. The MASTER formatted library is 
converted to a WORKING library through codes such as NITAWL(17) or WORKER(I8}. 
As mentioned earlier, a WORKING library is required for transport calculations.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Two of the CENTRM parameters set by the user as input are the upper and 
lower energy ranges of the PW calculations, defined as DEMAX and DEMIN, 
respectively. An algorithm finds the nearest group boundaries to ensure that the PW 
calculations cover the entire group, thus defining the UMR, PW, and LMR ranges. The 
lowest group in the UMR and the highest group in the LMR are defined as MGHI and 
MGLO, respectively. All the groups between MGHI and MGLO correspond to the PW 
range, with DEMAX defining the boundary between UMR and PW, while DEMIN 
defines the boundary between PW and LMR as shown in Figure 3.1. Calculations in the 
PW range are performed in terms of lethargy (u) rather than energy; therefore, DEMAX 
is defined as the reference point (u=0) from which other lethargy points are calculated, 
by u„ = ln(DEMAX / EJ. In constructing the flux energy mesh, which will be discussed 
later, a single point corresponding to the middle lethargy of the group is assigned for 
each group in the UMR and LMR Note that the energy points in the UMR correspond 
to negative lethargy values. The number of points for the PW range is calculated 
internally based on characteristics of the problem-dependent macroscopic total cross 
section. The sum of all the points in the UMR, PW, and LMR is defined as NTOTP.
One last parameter of interest calculated internally is MGTOP, which corresponds to the 
highest group in the “transition range”. The transition range is the region in the UMR 
from which neutrons can scatter elastically from the UMR to the PW range. The 
transition range is discussed more frilly in the upcoming chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
THEORY
4.1 Nuclear Cross Section Data
The reaction cross section of a material provides a quantitative measure of the 
probability of various interactions between the neutron and the nucleus. Having units of 
bams (1 b = 10'24 cm2), it can be viewed as the effective target area presented to the 
neutron by the nucleus. A neutron traveling through a medium may experience various 
types of interactions with materials in the medium. As the neutron reaches within range 
of the nuclear force of the nucleus, it may get pulled into the nucleus or scatter off the 
surface of the nucleus (potential scattering). A neutron entering the nucleus collides 
with neutrons and protons in the nucleus, thus elevating the nucleus to an excited energy 
state. Such a nucleus with an extra neutron is said to be a “compound nucleus”. The 
compound nucleus rapidly rids the excess energy through a variety of processes such as 
elastic or inelastic scattering, charged particle emission, neutron capture, and of great 
importance in reactor physics, nuclear fission. The total cross section of a nuclide is 
proportional to the probability of any of these interactions occurring between the neutron 
and the nucleus. The scattering cross section is equal to the sum of the elastic and 
inelastic cross sections, and the absorption cross section is the sum of the capture and
16
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fission. The total cross section is equal to the sum of the scattering and the absorption 
cross sections.
The interaction probability has been found to be a function of the neutron 
energy. Figure 4.1 represents the energy-dependent variation of the total, elastic 
scattering, and capture cross sections, respectively, of 23*U. The large but narrow 
maxima in the cross sections are called “resonances”. These are a result of quantum 
energy levels in the compound nucleus. A typical cross section for a resonance material 
as shown in Figure 4.1 can be characterized by four different ranges. In the high energy 
range and the thermal (law energy) range the behavior is generally a smooth variation. 
Below the high energy range, the unresolved resonance range corresponds to the energy 
range where resonances theoretically occur, but the energy levels are so dense that it is 
impossible to experimentally resolve the individual resonances. In this range, average 
values for resonance parameters are typically used. Finally, the resolved resonance 
range corresponds to the energy region where the cross section data exhibit sharp 
resonance peaks at discrete energies corresponding to energy levels of the compound 
nucleus. In the case of 23*U data, there are 1,913 resolved resonances in the ENDF/B-VI 
evaluation. The value of the cross section at resonance peaks may be extremely high 
compared to that of the background. For example, the peak value of the total cross 
section for 23*U for the 6.67 eV resonance is about 7,000 barns at room temperature, 
compared to the background potential cross section of about 10 bams; and its energy- 
width at half-maximum is 0.027 eV. Actually, the peak value for this resonance is about 
20,000 barns if the nuclei is assumed to be at rest. However, the thermal motion of the
























































nuclei at room temperature has the effect of broadening the resonance width, while 
reducing the peak value. This phenomenon in reactor physics is known as the “Doppler- 
broadening” effect, and plays an important role in reactor control. In any system where a 
significant amount of resonance materials is present, the neutron flux spectrum exhibits 
sharp drops at resonance energies due to the high probability of neutrons being absorbed 
at these energies. This effect, known as resonance “self-shielding”, introduces fine- 
structure into the energy spectrum which greatly affects the neutron reaction rates.
4.2 The Steady State Boltzmann Transport Equation
The behavior of nuclear reactors and other neutronic systems depends upon 
neutron reactions within the media. The reaction rate is a function of the neutron flux 
distribution throughout the system. Neutron transport (or generally speaking, particle 
transport) calculations determine the distribution of particles in phase space (space, 
energy, direction) as influenced by interactions with the matter along the particle flow 
path The Boltzmann transport equation is the mathematical expression describing the 
balance of neutron production and loss rate in phase space. Neutron production at a 
given energy, in a given direction, and at a given location is due to neutrons bom from 
fission, neutron in-scatter from other energies and directions, and external neutron 
sources (e.g., isotopic sources). On the other hand, neutron losses are due to 
absorption, out-scatter and net volumetric leakage. The steady state Boltzmann 
transport equation can be written as:
Q-VY(p) + 2,(r,E)Y(p) = S(p) + Q(p) (4.1)
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where
7(p) = angular flux (neutrons per eV-steradian-cm2-s) at phase space 
coordinate p
p = ( r,E,D  ) = phase space point defined by the 6 independent variables 
r = (Xj, x3) = space coordinates
Q = (p, 0  = neutron direction defined by polar cosine p and azimuthal angle C 
St (r,E) = macroscopic total cross section (cm'1)
Q(p) = external and fission source terms 
S(p) = scatter source term 
The source Q in the above equation consists of the external and fission sources, 
respectively. The fission source is equal to:
where
X(r,E) = fission spectrum
v = average number of neutrons bom due to fission by neutrons with energy E' 
Sf(r,E') = macroscopic fission cross section 
The scatter source is given by:
vSj(r3 W r,E  /,Q/)dQ/dE (4.2)
E(r,E /-E;p0),P(r,E /,Q/)dQ/dE (4*3)
where
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S(rJE'^E; n0 ) ~ double differential scatter cross section from initial energy E' 
to final energy E, through scattering cosine p0.
H0 = cosine of scatter angle, measured in the laboratory coordinate system, = Q'Q' 
Since the external and fission source in the above equations are assumed to be 
known quantities in CENTRM, the focus will be given primarily to the calculation of the 
scatter source appearing in the Boltzmann Equation.
4.2.1 Calculation of the Scatter Source in the Boltzmann Transport Equation 
The complexity of equation (4.3) arises from the presence of the nuclide- 
dependent, double-differential scatter cross section, which is a function of both energy 
and direction. The angular dependency of this quantity commonly is represented by a 
finite Legendre polynomial expansion in the following manner:





P{ (p0) = Legendre polynomial evaluated at the laboratory scattering cosine p0 
Sj® (E'~E) = Macroscopic cross section moments of nuclide j, defined as:
(4.5)
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(E) is the spherical harmonic moments of the angular flux and is given by;
=  f \ ( Q )  Y(r,E,Q)dQ (4.7)
Jo
and (Q) is the spherical harmonic function. After the substitution of the above 
expansions terms and applying the spherical harmonic addition theorem ̂  the scattering 
source term becomes:
LK 2 0 + 1
S(r^,Q) = E  YfcCQ) Sfc(r,E) (4.8)
8k=i 2
where S& moments correspond to the spherical harmonic moments of the scatter source 
defined as:
S,t(E) = E  |  S,®CE'-E) ^ (E O d E ' (4.9)
j Je'
Substituting the expression for the scatter source, equation (4.8), into equation (4.1) the 
steady state Boltzmann transport equation can be written as:
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Q-VY(p) + 2 =  E  —r— YfcCQ) Sgk(r\E) + Q(p)
{k=i 2
(4.10)
In one-dimensional geometries the general form of the scatter source reduces somewhat, 
due to symmetries. In this case, (Q) = (p ,0  = real component of the spherical
harmonic function evaluated at direction Q, normalized such that;
Y{k = P{(p) . for k = 0, and
= C?k P?k(p) coskC ; for k * 0 (4,11)
where





Note that the summation index "5k" represents a double sum over 5 and k indices as 
follows:
LK L c
E = E  E  C4.13)
?k=l {=0 k=0
In the above equation, "LH is the arbitrary order in Legendre expansion. Note that the 
total number of moments, “LK”, in the general spherical harmonic expansion in equation
(4.10) depends on the geometry system used. In the cylindrical system, even in one-
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dimensional, the general equation (4.13) must be used. In this geometry L * (L+4)/4 + 1 
defines the total number moments, LK_ However, for slab and spherical systems, due to 
the symmetries, only k=0 yields non-zero values for each ? and LK reduces to L+l.
So far, the main focus of this section has been to introduce the general
expansion form. In the following sections the MG and PW representations of equation
(4.10), especially the scattering source component, are presented in detail.
4.2.2 Multignrap Representation of the Boltzmann Transport Equation 
The multigroup form of the Boltzmann transport equation for “G” groups is 
obtained simply by integrating both sides of equation (4.10) over an arbitrary energy 
group “g” from among the total number G.
where the group variables Sg, Qp and Sftg correspond to MG angular flux, cross 
section, external source, and scatter source moments, respectively. This leads to a 
system of “G” coupled equations in which the continuous energy variable “E” no longer 
appears. The MG source, Qr  in the above equation is given by:
Boltzmann transport equation, along with the definition of the scatter source in Legendre
QV-P, + _  Y,t(Q) S a J r)  + Qg
h . s
(4.14)
for g= 1,2, G
Qg(r,Q) = I Q(r,E,Q)dE
g
(4.15)
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and the MG angular flux (neutrons per steradian-cm2-s) is the integrated (not average) 
value given by:
The MG scatter source appearing in the above equation is calculated as follows:
where = Legendre moments of the MG scatter matrix and (r) are the MG
flux moments.
Typically the MG library used in the calculations includes all MG data for all 
pertinent nuclear reactions (viz, total, fission, absorption, scatter, scatter matrix, etc). In 
theory, the multigroup equation in (4.14 ) is exact if “exact” MG cross sections are used. 
Expressions for the MG cross sections appearing in equation (4.14) are rigorously 
defined by the MG derivation.2,3 For example, the second term on the left hand side of 
the equation (4.14) represents the total reaction rate for group “g”. This term is 
obtained by integrating the corresponding term in equation (4.1) over all energies in 
group “g” as follows:




St(r,Emp)dE s • I T(p)dE (4.18)
Y(p)dE g
g
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with Yg already being defined by equation (4.16). Therefore, we may then define the 
macroscopic total cross section for group “g”, as follows:
which leads to the second term on the left hand side of equation (4.14). In terms of the 
microscopic cross section, the general form of the multigroup cross section applicable to 
any type of reaction is given by:
where
o® (r,E) = energy dependent microscopic cross section (bams) of nuclide j 
og = group dependent microscopic cross section 
N® = number density for nuclide j.
The MG scatter cross sections appearing in equation (4.17) are obtained similarly.
Although equation (4.14) is theoretically exact if equation (4.20) is used to 
define the group cross sections, in practice the “exact” values for the group data are 
seldom known. Also, using the true angular flux as a weight function causes the MG 
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for any arbitrary group depends on the neutron angular flux distribution within that 
group. Or in other words, the exact MG cross section for a specific system can only be 
calculated with the true flux distribution corresponding to that system. To avoid 
introducing angular dependency to the MG cross section, it is commonly assumed that 
within a specific energy group the flux is separable with respect to the energy and the 
direction variables, thus utilizing the neutron energy flux spectrum instead of the angular 
flux appearing in equation (4.20). Nevertheless, this information is obviously not 
available at the time of the MG cross section processing. After all, the calculation of this 
same flux spectrum is the primary goal of the neutron transport calculations. Therefore, 
in the processing multigroup cross section, the neutron flux distribution appearing in 
equation (4.20) is virtually always replaced by some assumed “Weight Function” (W) 
that approximates the actual flux. Inaccuracies in the selected generic weight function 
representing the true flux spectrum of a system may impact the accuracy of the 
processed MG cross sections for that system, and thus impact the calculated MG flux 
and reaction rates (a domino effect).
Currently, an idealized distribution corresponding to a generic class of 
applications is usually used as the weight function in MG cross section processing. One 
such “problem-independent” distribution commonly assumed for light water reactors 
assumes that the neutron flux can be represented by the idealized solution for an infinite, 
homogeneous medium, which follows a Maxwellian-1/EE, -Fission Spectrum distribution 
for thermal-intermediate-fast energy ranges, respectively. It is clear that the neutron 
energy flux distribution depends on the concentrations of materials in a particular system,
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and for a system with high concentrations of resonance absorbers, the flux exhibits a 
complex energy distribution in the resolved resonance range where self-shielding occurs. 
The effect of resonance self-shielding on the MG cross sections for a specific reactor 
system is accounted for in most reactor analysis by using approximate methods to treat 
the spatial variation through an absorber body, that do not account for over-lapping 
resonances, and that do not rigorously represent the neutron scattering source.
A problem-specific, fine-structured, PW energy flux distribution in the 
resonance range is the most rigorous method by which the group cross sections can be 
obtained. Hence, a PW energy approach in solving the transport equation, at least in the 
resonance range, seems attractive. Unfortunately, a deterministic pointwise-energy 
solution for complex three-dimensional geometries is still not feasible. However, the 
spectral fine-structure that greatly impacts resonance reactors is mainly sensitive to 
relatively localized spatial features in the system. Therefore, a one-dimensional spatial 
model could be used in conjunction with a very detailed pointwise energy treatment to 
obtain accurate, problem-specific fluxes for averaging MG cross sections. The group 
cross sections can then be used in a more elaborate spatial model (e.g., two or three 
spatial dimensions) for the overall system analysis. Essentially, the complete procedure 
consists of two distinct steps: (a) a detailed, pointwise-energy treatment over a limited 
spatial domain followed by (b) a reduced energy treatment (multigroup), with an 
extended spatial representation. Computer programs already exist for the latter 
calculations while the purpose of the present research is aimed at developing the ability 
to perform the former calculation.
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4.2.3 Pointwlse Solution to Neutron Transport
In contrast to the MG solution of the neutron transport equation in which the 
neutron balance is represented over arbitrary groups, in the PW solution the neutron 
balance per unit phase space is represented at arbitrary energy points. At an energy point 
“n” the neutron transport equation can be written as
2$+l




L„, Q„, and S5k<n represent angular flux, cross section, external source, and scatter 
source moments, corresponding to the energy point “n”, respectively. Evaluating the 
above equations at each energy point gives a system of integro-differential equations, for 
which the solution will provide continuous neutron spectrum by assuming a linear flux 
variation between points. Note that the above equation is identical to equation (4.14) 
with exception of the definitions and the values of the parameters appearing in the two 
equations. Indeed, both equations can be solved with same technique, such as discrete 
ordinates. One of the main difficulties encountered in obtaining an efficient pointwise 
solution to the transport equation is determining the scatter source at each energy point 
in the pointwise solution. The following sections describe how the kinematics of S-wave 
elastic scatter can be utilized to simplify the general scatter source and to derive an 
efficient algorithm for computing the scattering source in the PW range.
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4.2.3.1 Calculation of the Scatter Source in the PW Range
In the PW range CENTRM uses lethargy rather than energy as the independent 
variable. The scatter source moments per unit lethargy, S^ in terms o f the cross section 
(S i) and angular flux (¥*) moments are given by:
SJk(u) = £  f  Sjk0)(u/-u)du/ = £  I 2(®(u'-u) Y2k(u > iu '  (4.22)
j Jn1 j »«/
The macroscopic cross section moments of nuclide “j”, Sj® (u'-u), are defined as:
E®(u'-*u) = J  S ^u ^u jp ,,) P{(Po)dp0 (4.23)
For S-wave elastic scatter from stationary nuclei, the double-differential scatter kernel 
(per unit lethargy and solid angle) of nuclide j appearing in the above equation is equal 
to CT
= - ^ r ^ r  % o-G ® (E '^)] , for u ' s u s u ' + e ®
E (1-a®) (4.24)
= 0 u < u , o r u > u / +e®
where
G ® (E '^) = a.0)[E/E']1/2 - a ® [ E //E]1/2 ;
a © = (A© + l)/2 ; a ®  = (A® - l)/2 (4*25)
and
E,E' = energies at lethargies u and u', respectively
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Pj = Legendre polynomial evaluated at argument G 
A® = mass of nuclide j
a® = maximum fractional energy lost = [aj ® / a, ® ]2
e® = maximum lethargy gain in each elastic scatter = ln[l/a®]
The Dirac delta function in the above equation correlates the angle of scatter 
and the scattering energies. It should also be noted that in the above equation the 
expression for G is a function of both E and E'. Substituting equation (4.25) in equation 
(4.24) yields;
^  , E Pj[G®] E®(u/) # _
EjG^u'-u) = --------------------- , for u ' i u s u ' + e ®
1 E '  (1-a®) C4*26)
= 0 u < u / o r u > u / + e®
Substituting the above equation (4.26) in equation (4.22) will yield an equation for the 
elastic scatter source moments at lethargy point “u”:
E S®(u/) PfftG0]
-  E I  — * — V < « 7 )
u-eW j E (1-a07)
The main complexity of the above equation is that the Legendre polynomial 
P«[G®] is a function of both initial and final scattering energies due to the G®(E, E').
This means that for every lethargy u, the u' integral must be recalculated over all lower 
lethargies. Considering that this integral has to be computed for all nuclides, space 
points, energy points and moments, it will take considerable computation time if done in 
a “brute force approach”. Therefore, a new technique called “sub-moment expansion”
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method(14> has been developed in this project to perform the above calculation more 
effectively and efficiently. The following section presents a brief overview of this new 
technique.
4.3 Sub-moment Expansion Method(14)
The main idea behind the sub-moment expansion method is to expand the 
Legendre polynomial appearing in the scattering source moment in terms of the initial 
and final neutron scattering energies. The motivation of the method is that the 
differential scattering moments, So®(u'-u) could then be written as the summation of the 
product of two functions K^®(u) and FK®(u'). Each term in the summation is thus 
separable in u and u ', as shown below.
SfcfiV-u) = E  FkM  H®(u) (4-2*)
K
Such simplification can reduce the computational effort in evaluating the scattering 
moments, since the HK®(u) can be factored out of the integrand, leaving only the integral 
ofFK®(u') as shown below:
S,®(u) = I S,®(u'-u)du' = E  H®(u)| F ®(u Odu'  (4.29)
J K J u'
The main focus point of the remainder of this section is to evaluate the factors HK®(u) 
and Fk®(u').
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The Legendre polynomial of order d as a function of “G” appearing in the above 
equation can be written as*20*
p ,®(G) = E  ^ 7 "  ( { )m=o ol niyh
f  A \
2  d - 2 m
> * .
. 8 -2m _= ( l / N , ) E b tt#G ” (4.30)
m=0
where the two constants Ng (the normalization factor) and b^g (the coefficients) are 
tabulated in Table 4.1 for Legendre orders through P7ca). The expression for G “ as a 
function of both initial energy “E'” and final “E” is given by:
G m = [^(E/E7)172 - a2(E//E)172],n 
Utilizing the Binomial Theorem, the above equation can be written as:
G ” = “ ] a ." '1 *i‘





are the Binomial Expansion coefficients, equal to(22)




Substituting the binomial expansion from equation (4.32) into equation (4.30), the 
equation for the Legendre polynomial can be written as:
P((G) = (1/N,) E b n( f E ( - i y [  m) a,"-1 a,1 (E/E*)
m-0 i=0 \ * )
(m -2 i)
2 (434)
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Table 4.1 Coefficients Appearing in Legendre Polynomials, Pe(G)
Legendre 
OrderC N, m -  0 1 2
km.®
3 4 5 6 7
0 1 1
1 1 0 1
2 2 -1 0 3
3 2 0 -3 0 5
4 8 3 0 -30 0 35
5 8 0 15 0 -70 0 63
6 16 -5 0 105 0 -315 0 231
7 16 0 -35 0 315 0 -693 0 429
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After a few algebraic manipulations, equation (4.32) is expressed in the following forms:
P,(G) -  (1/Nj) £  Iv ,
m=0 i=o '
m a ”' 4 a2i (E/E7)0”' 20 (4.35)
or
P,(G) = (1/N,) £ b ^ ( a1“ x " f £ ( - i y ( ' " ]  (<Va,)'x<®
m=0 «=0 V. 1 )
(4.36)
where x = ( E/E’ )w = eKlM,f)/2, which corresponds to the square root of the fractional 
energy loss by scattering. In elastic scattering, values for x are limited to, (a)172̂  x < 1.
After further manipulation, the above equation can be written as a single summation 
equal to
8
P<?(G) = (1/N?) E g * * *  
k*4
K (4.37)
where the coefficients gCiK are defined as





I K  , a ™ ' a * ' ; forK^O
(4.38)
( - a 2 /  a i ) |K| 8{,|K | for K<0
Note that unless 8 and K are both even or both odd, the above coefficients are zero;
therefore, half of the terms appearing in the summation of equation (4.38) vanish.
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Recall from equation (4.27), the differential scattering source moments are defined as 
follows:
Sa®(u'-u) = ') E S(°(U2  PtfG®] (4J9)
E (1-a®)
Substituting the expansion form of the Legendre polynomial from equation (4.37) into 
the above equation, the sub-moment expansion of the differential scattering moments can 
be written as:
S,k®(u'-u) = E g , | “ ^ U/> £  *fjt® ** <4'40>E (l-a®)N? k=JI
Introducing new variables Z{fK ®, hK(E), and hjr'1̂ ') ,  equation (4.40) becomes
S ^ fu '-u )  = 'P,k(u') s®(u0 x E  V “ hK(E) hK'(E ') (4.41)
k-8
where in the above equations,
hK(E) = E(1+k/2> (4.42)
h^CEO = E'~a+K/2) (4.43)
ZgK0  » g{jc® / [(1-a®) N{] (4.44)
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Note that all terms appearing in equation (4.41) are separable functions of E and £ '.
Substituting equation (4.41) back in equation (4.22), the scatter source moment can be 
written as:
Finally, after rearranging and collecting the common terms, the two factors H®(u) and 
F^fu') can be defined such that
Now the above equation is in the desired form as expressed in equation (4.29). 
To solve this equation efficiently for every point in the PW range, it is essential that the 
integral appearing in this equation be evaluated efficiently. This is achieved by 
development of another new technique that uses a “cumulative operator”, as presented in 
the following section.
S(k(u) = E  E  Z® hK(E) j “ 7 fc(u0 E®(uO IikC E ')*!'
{ (4.45)
J K “ - i  Jh-€w
H,°> >  “  z &  W (4.46)
and
f£Vu') = hK1(E') 2®(u ') (4.47)
Therefore, the final expression for the scatter moments can be written as:
(4.48)
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4.4 Cumulative Integral Operatora4>
As derived in the previous section, equation (4.48) for the elastic scattering 
source moments at lethargy point “u” contains an integral of a function over the [u, u- 
e®] interval. This equation is solved for every lethargy point “u” as the calculation 
proceeds from low to high lethargy (i.e., high to low energy). Therefore, rather than 
calculating the integral over the entire range at every point, it is convenient to introduce 
an integral operator C, designated as the "cumulative integral" and express the scatter 
source moments in terms of this operator C. This operator is defined for any lethargy 
function “f” as:
where U and Uq are the arbitrary upper limit of integration and reference lethargy point, 
respectively. The “cumulative integral” provides a rapid and efficient method for 
calculation of an integral of a function over any arbitrary interval [ u ,, ub]. With this 
method, the value of the integration over [ u ,, ub ] can be calculated by taking the 
difference of the values of the cumulative integrals at two boundaries u, and ub:
(4.49)
(4.50)
Also, note that the above relation can be rearranged as:
(4.51)
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This expression represents the process of updating the cumulative integral. The 
cumulative integral is implemented as a “marching algorithm”, so that only a single panel 
of integration is needed to update the cumulative integral at each point. The method is 
used to evaluate the elastic scattering source expressed as sub-moment expansion, which 
reduces computational effort. The scatter source moment equation expressed in terms of 
the “cumulative integral operator” is equal to:
S(k®(u) = E  E  H®.(uO » [c (F®k ;» )  -  C(F ®K;a-€®)] (4.52)
i k-4
4.5 Calculation Methodology in Upper and Lower Multigroup Regions
Solutions for both the Upper Multigroup Region (UMR) and Lower 
Multigroup Region (LMR) use the MG form of the Boltzmann transport equation 
described in section 4.2.2. The method of solution is the conventional MG approach 
similar to XSDRNPM^, which utilizes group dependent cross section data to solve for 
the group angular flux and moments. Fortunately, in the UMR and LMR, the cross 
sections of most nuclides vary slowly with energy, so that the generic weight functions 
used to process MG data in this energy range are usually adequate.
However, in cases of resonance cross sections in the UMR and LMR, the MG 
data must be corrected for resonance self shielding by approximate methods such as the 
narrow resonance (NR) or Nordheim methods(24). Generally, prior to the PW flux 
calculations, the MG cross section data should be processed through codes such as
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BONAMI*23* to perform resonance calculations for the UMR and LMR Note that such 
calculations are performed in the same manner as any conventional MG calculation.
It should be noted that in the UMR and LMR, both elastic and inelastic 
scattering, as well as, coherent and incoherent scattering in the thermal range are 
considered, so that there is no limitation on the types of scattering in these two regions. 
Also, in the thermal range outer iterations over the thermal groups must be invoked to 
account for the upscattering effect from lower energy groups. Once the converged 
angular fluxes and moments are calculated, a pseudo-pointwise representation of these 
fluxes is obtained to provide a complete problem-specific spectrum, linearly continuous 
in energy. Since MG fluxes represent an integral value over the group lethargy (or 
energy) width, the average group flux can be calculated from:
1 Aug ’ (4.53)
where Aug is the lethargy width of group “g”- Equation (4.53) provides pseudo- 
pointwise fluxes per lethargy within the UMR and LMR The above average group 
fluxes are assumed to represent the flux per lethargy at a point corresponding to the mid 
lethargy of the group. It should be noted that in the UMR and LMR there is only one 
lethargy mesh point per group interval.
4.6 Calculation Methodology in PW Range
As the calculation proceeds from the UMR to the PW range, the PW form of 
the transport equation, as described in section 4.2.3, is solved for every energy point 
between DEMAX and DEMIN. It is in this range that PW cross section data for
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different nuclides in the problem, especially resonance nuclides, are utilized in the 
calculations. Besides the PW cross sections and fixed source values, which are known 
quantities, the calculation of the scatter source term for each point requires major 
computational effort. Fortunately, with the development of the new submoment 
methodology described earlier, such calculations can be performed very efficiently.
As discussed earlier, since only S-wave elastic scattering from stationery nuclei 
is being considered in the PW range, the PW range is normally selected such that the 
upper limit DEMAX is below the inelastic thresholds of all nuclides in the problem.
There is no programming limitation set for the lower limit; however, it should be noted 
that if extended below thermal cutoffi the upscattering will not be treated within the PW 
range. With these rules set, the scatter source term appearing in equation (4.21) is 
reduced into two components of downscatter and “within-point” scatter. The 
downscatter source at each point in the PW range consists of scatter from the upper 
multigroup range to the pointwise range, UMR-to-PW, and scatter from higher energies 
in pointwise range, PW-to-PW. Note that UMR-to-PW consist of both elastic and 
inelastic scattering, where as PW-to-PW is limited to S-wave elastic scattering.
To better understand the within-point scatter term, recall the analogous scatter 
term in the MG method, called “within-group scatter”. The within-group scatter 
represents a neutron interaction in which the neutron loses energy but still remains in the 
same group. In the case of “within-point scatter” an interaction involving energy loss 
would mean downscatter toward the next lowest energy point. In an elastic scattering 
such interaction without energy loss corresponds to “straight-ahead” scatter, so that O'-
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Q = 1. In the following sections, detailed expressions governing the PW scatter source 
terms are presented. It is also shown how the within-point scattering can be separated 
from the total scattering source and used to “transport-correct” the total cross section 
appearing on the left side of equation (4.21).
4.6.1 Evaluation of Scattering Source Component for PW Range
The purpose of this section is to derive expressions governing the UMR-to-PW 
and PW-to-PW scattering source contribution, at an arbitrary point “u„” in the PW 
range, by utilizing the theoretical developments discussed in section 4.2.3. Recall that 
UMR-to-PW scattering consists of both elastic and inelastic reactions, where as PW-to- 
PW is based only on elastic scattering. Also, note that in elastic scattering from nuclide 
“j” only the lethargy range between u„ and u„ - e® ( e® = ln(l/ Oj) ) can scatter to any 
arbitrary point u„.
One of the critical issues in the evaluation of the UMR-to-PW scatter source 
component is the treatment of such contributions at or near the interface between the 
UMR and PW regions. This interface is the point corresponding to the top of the PW 
calculation, labeled as DEMAX, and for convenience is selected to be the reference 
lethargy point (i.e., u = 0.0). Note that with this convention all groups in the UMR 
would correspond to negative lethargy. In order to calculate the UMR-to-PW source, a 
region within the UMR called the “transition range” is defined. The transition range 
begins at u = 0, and extends a certain width into the negative lethargy range as shown in 
Figure 4.2. The UMR group corresponding to the top of this transition range is 
identified by “MGTOP”, thus defining the transition range to be between MGTOP and














Figure 4.2 Definition of Transition Energy Range
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MGHI. As in the PW range, it is assumed that the scattering from this range is due only 
to elastic scattering; therefore, the lowest lethargy in this region that contributes to 
DEMAX for a given nuclide “j” is equal to - e®. The width of the “transition range” is 
selected based upon the largest value of e^ , corresponding to the lightest nuclide 
excluding hydrogen; therefore, the top energy of the “transition range” is selected to be 
the nearest upper energy boundary of the group containing and designated with the 
lethargy value of uL. Note that uL has been assumed to be below the inelastic threshold 
for all nuclides.
Now the scatter source at any point u„ in PW can be broken into: (a) scatter 
source contribution from the high energy portion of the UMR [-°°,uj, which consists of 
inelastic scattering and hydrogen elastic scattering, S^, plus (b) elastic scattering from 
transition range [u^ 0], St,, plus (c) elastic scattering from PW [0, u j, S^. Therefore, 
the scatter source moments, appearing in equation (4.21) can be written as:
S d K ^ n ) = S{Kjc(r>un) + S{KtTr(r,Un) + (5.54)
The sum of the elastic scattering components from both the transition range and PW 
range [-u^ u j  is defined to be with Legendre source moments equal to:
^ g K F i(r >u n) =  SfK,Tr(| \ u n)  +  (5 .5 5 )
Thus, the scatter source at from all nuclide j can be written as:
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/v  /*«*
S?IU(r,Q) = £  I j 2®(u 'QOdQ'du' +
J J—Jo
£  J j  2®(u /-u;^0),F(r,u /,Q/)dQ/du7
(4.56)
J J ulJ o
where the two integrals correspond to the scatter sources, and respectively.
Concentrating, first on the evaluation of the second integral, it is convenient to 
rewrite the integral over lethargy [uu u j as the sum of the integral ICu^, u j over u ^  
and u„ plus the integral I(uu  u^) over -uL and u .̂,, where u ^  corresponds to the mesh 
point immediately proceeding u„, as shown in Figure 4.3. Therefore, Sq(uJ  can be 
written as:
It is important to insure that the first integral always includes the entire panel from u ^  to 
un. This constraint is guaranteed because the lethargy mesh is constructed such that the 
maximum mesh interval size is always smaller than the maximum range of elastic scatter 
(e®) for all nuclides. The two integrals appearing in the above equation are evaluated 
independently.
Sot p, (r,u„,Q) = KVpUj + IK-Un-j) =
(4.57)
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Figure 4.3 Representation of Cumulative Integral Elements
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Consider evaluation of the first integral I(uB.t,ull). Substituting the expression for the 
double differential cross section from equation (4.24), the integral ICu^uJ is written as:
= E j j '  f r f g  G®(E ',E)] T(r,u '.Q'XIQ'du' (4.sg)
Applying the trapezoidal approximation to the integral over the lethargy, the integral 
ICUa-t.uJ can be written as:
-  ^ r E  — 1W | f S ®(E„/E„) 8 K - G ® (E „^] T (r ,u ^ 02 i (4.59)
} dfy
The first term appearing inside the integral in the above equation corresponds to the 
"within-point" component of scatter from u„ to As discussed earlier, this component 
represents the “straight ahead” scatter, for which GCE^EJ = 1. Therefore, by utilizing 
the property of the Dirac delta function, the integral of the first term reduces to
I S?(E„/En) 8[Mo-G®(E ]̂T(r,utfQ,)dQ' = E?T(r,Q) (4.«0)
Jo
Thus, equation (4.59) can be written as:
I(u„.u„) -  2 „ 'F n(r.G) +
v . o - s E ^ 'o - 0® )/
J Jo
. (4.61)Aun.10.5j:sn0]/(l.a©) (EJE^)6[p0-G®(En.1,En)]Tn.I(r)Q0 dQ'
where
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2™  = AuB. l0 .5 E  2®/(l-«®) (4.62)
j
Equation (4.61) can be expressed as a spherical harmonic expansion by:
  2$ + i  A u
+ E E  q ) —r 1S{«(Ul,.r u0)
j 0k
r f +l A« <463)- + E E  —  Yfc(Q)
i he 2  2
Finally, substituting the expression for the scattering moments from the previous section, 
equation (4.26), the scatter source integral over the panel [u^, u j is given by:
Ku.,.uJ = SMT„(r,Q) +
70+1 E S®fu 1 (4.64)
E E  - r -  Y„(Q)0.5Au. ■ ~~ °Q̂~ P>[G(i)(E,-„EJ)] 
i !k 2  E „ ., (1 -a ® )
Next consider the integral ICii^u^). This equation expressed as a spherical harmonic 




J r <*»., r**
I S®(u /-*u;p0)'P(r,u '.QOdQ'du'
»L *'°
E  f  ”" 's ,
J J . t
{k 2
The lower limit in the above integral for each nuclide is fixed by the kinematics of elastic 
scattering, since only the lethargy range u„ to u„ - e® can scatter elastically to lethargy
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point u„. Substituting the same expression for the differential scattering moments in 
similar fashion, the expression for the above integral is written as:
90+1 I 0"-1 EK'Wl) = E —j -  Y&CQ) E I * ^  PttG<i)l TjtCuOdu' (4.64)
& J » “„ ®  1 '
The sum of the two equations (4.64) and (4.66) results in the complete expression for 
the elastic scatter source at u,:
W  -  +
90+1 E E®<ii 1E E  I  Y,t(Q)0.5Au.. ° ^  P,tG®(E„.„E„)] ^ . . ( r )  +
& i 2 E„_, (1-a®) (4.<7)
E E  4 ^ - Y“(Q) f % 7 7 7 r ^  'V(“'>du'!k i 2 J. E'O-ot®)
Applying the sub-moment expansion method introduced in a previous section to the 
differential scatter moments appearing in the above equation results in the sub-moment 
expansion form of the elastic component of Sq at (uj:
SeK )  -  +
E E  ^ V k(B )E z (s«hI( E j ^ i % I)li[\ l) V i ( ' )  -
6c j 2 K 1 2  (4.68)
IV i ihK'(E ') 2<i>(u') T ^uO du 'J
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The next step in further reducing the calculational effort is to utilize the 
“cumulative integral” method developed earlier. Since this integral over the interval [ iv  
e® to be calculated for every point, the “cumulative integral” method provides an 
efficient algorithm to evaluate this integral. Before preceding, define Fanr® is defined to 
represent the integrand in the above equation, as follows:
F8k*®(u ̂  = ^ ( E  )  2®(u )  T^u 0 (4.69)
In terms of the cumulative integral operator, the integral appearing in the above equation 
can be written as:
I 'hK-'(E 0 S®(u 0 T fc(u Odu' = - C (F ^ ; u^® )] (4.70)
Un-€®
Finally, substituting the above equation into equation (4.67) yields the desired 
expression for the scatter component SH(un) to be evaluated at each point. Thus;
SH(u„) = +
“  2®+i ! r Au .
E E - r -  YfcW Y .  ZeK® hK(E J - Z L  hK'(En.,) ^ . . ( r )  7
(k-i i 2 k-4 1 1
+  t c ( F ( V i )  -
Note that values of the cumulative integral at two points of un_1 and u„-€® must 
be known in order to evaluate the scatter source expressed by the above equation. The 
cumulative integral at lethargy point u ^  is already known from the calculation at the
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previous point; but since lethargy point Un-e® may fall between mesh points, the value of 
the cumulative integral at this point is generally not known. However, since the values 
of the cumulative  integral for previous points are saved, the value of the cumulative 
integral at u„-€® can be evaluated by simple interpolation between the values at the 
neighboring mesh points. As the calculations proceed from high to low energy (or low 
to high lethargy) within the PW range, values of the cumulative integrals are calculated 
and saved for each point u„ utilizing the following expression:
C ffaS iu .) = C(F( ® ;v ,)  + I F ^C u O d u ' (4.72)
Applying the trapezoidal approximation to the integral over the lethargy panel [ u^, u j 
in the above equation, results in the following:
C(F, ® ; u j - C(F( ffl;u,.,) + ̂ [ E , ® h K-|(E„.I)T 6[J.1+2®hK-,(EJT(ltJ1] (4.73)
Once the flux moments '^ ( u j  are computed from the PW angular flux at u„ using 
equation (4.7), the cumulative integral at u„ can be updated with equation (4.73).
Thus far, it has been assumed that u„-€® falls within the PW range; however, at 
the beginning of the PW calculation the value of the u„-€® for first few points may be 
negative, indicating that the scatter source at these points includes a contribution from 
the “transition range”. Values of the cumulative integral for the transition range must be 
evaluated from the MG results obtained in the UMR calculation. The cumulative
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integral at the lower energy boundary of each group within the transition range is 
computed using the calculated group flux moments and known group cross sections.
The initial values of the cumulative integrals at the upper boundary of the first group in 
the transition range are set to zero and treated as an initial boundary condition. In 
evaluating these cumulative integrals, define
’P&t(u/) = M® ,Pjk̂ //Aug/ , for u ' e g ' and g ' e UMR;
(4.74)
S®(uO = 2^,® = 2g/® ;
where M® appearing in the above equation is a normalization constant defined such that 
the MG out scatter rate from a group within transition range is preserved and is given by
[2 ,® - 2  ® -  2  , ,®] Au . 2  ® Au .vfffl — ^  II L =  L (a lev
^® 2^,® 5® 2^.®
where 2^g.®, 2^g.®, 2 g.g.®, 2^.®, and 2 r̂ .® correspond to group total, absorption, within 
group scattering, and removal cross sections, respectively. Therefore
f  '  hK‘(E 0 \ ( u > '  = ^  f  ‘ V C E ^ U ' (4.76)
«/û / 8 %'
and now the integral of the h^1 function appearing in the above equation can be 
performed analytically to give
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r  V ’» r  v
J “ h^OEOdu' = I *hKI(E/)dE//E / = -2/(K+2) Pfcl(E^) - h*1̂ , ) ]  (4.77)
Thus, the cumulative integral in equation (4.72) can be evaluated for any group boundary 
Ug in the transition range to be
C(F(k® ;u ) - £  I-2/CK+2)] [hK‘(E ,) - hK‘(E ,.,)]
5® H '  (4.7*)
8 = 8rt* 8ti+p.....
With the cumulative integrals now calculated for all group boundaries in the 
transition range, if the value of ive® for any point is negative, then the value of the 
cumulative integral at u„-€® is obtained by interpolating among the appropriate group 
cumulative integrals. The following algorithm is used to interpolate cumulative integrals 
within the transition range:
= eOFfc®;.1,) +
[h,!(E) - hK'(Er l )] / PIk’CIW  - hK‘(Eg)] * [C(F(kS>; V l ) - C(F, ® , ug)] (4.79) 
for u(E) e g ; and g s  transition range.
To complete the calculation of the scatter source moments, as described
by equation (4.54), the remaining term S^, representing scattering from the high energy 
UMR, must be evaluated. The next section presents a methodology used to compute the 
scattering source from the UMR to the PW range.
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4.6.2 Evaluation of the High Energy UMR to PW Scattering Source 
Component
Recall from the previous section that the scattering source component, S^, 
corresponds to scattering from the high energy region above the transition range in the 
UMR. As mentioned earlier, this component of the scattering source consists of both 
inelastic scattering, and hydrogen elastic scattering. Elastic reactions from all other 
nuclides can not scatter from the above transition range to the PW. Scattering from the 
high energy UMR to PW is calculated by utilizing MG scatter matrices, which include 
both elastic and inelastic scattering. The scattering source from any arbitrary “source” 
group g' in the high energy portion of the UMR to any arbitrary “sink” group g in the 
PW range, for a given direction Q, is given by:
2$+l




S fc ,“ E S(y-« V . '  (4.81)
g'-l
It should be noted that equation (4.80) describes group to group scatter and does not 
specify how the scatter source to the “sink” group g in the PW range must be distributed 
among all the energy points within that group. The simplest approach, of course, would 
be to assume that the scatter source is uniformly distributed throughout the entire group. 
In this approach, the total scatter source is divided by the lethargy width of sink group
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“g”, thus assuming a constant scatter source per unit lethargy at each point within the 
group. Rather than assuming a flat shape, an “intra-group”, energy-dependent 
distribution function, Hj(E), is introduced to compute the scattering source at each point 
within the sink group. The intra-group function is defined “per unit lethargy” and is 
normalized such that the integral of Hj(E) over each group is unity, thus preserving the 
scatter source into the PW group. The scatter source moments from the high energy 
UMR to any arbitrary point in the PW range can be evaluated by utilizing equation 
(4.81) and the “intra-group” function, Hj(E), in the following form:
MGTOP-l
sbc(un) = HjCEJ 52
g'-i (4.82)
for un e group g ;and g e PW energy range.
The expression H{(E) for the P„ and Px moments of the scatter source component due to 
the S-wave elastic scatter from hydrogen can be derived from equation (4.30 ) and are 
given by:
Hq® = E (4.83)
and
=  E 3/2 (4.84)
These lowest two moments of the hydrogen scatter source are the most important 
Legendre components. The same intra-group distribution is also assumed for the 
inelastic scatter source contributions from the high energy region to the PW range. It
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should be noted that for these cases the integrated source moments are preserved and 
that only the intra-group distribution of the scatter source is not rigorous.
4.6.3 Evaluation of the Scatter Source From PW to LMR
The Lower Multigroup Range (LMR) consists of the groups below the low 
energy boundary of the last group in the PW range. The MG transport calculations 
performed in this region utilize the down scatter sources from both the UMR and PW 
range. The UMR component of the down scatter source is calculated from the group to 
group scatter matrices as discussed earlier, and is defined by equation (4.80). This 
section presents the methodology used in calculating the down scatter source from the 
PW to LMR.
Down scatter from PW to LMR corresponds the elastic scattering from above 
energy DEMIN. The lethargy, u ^ , corresponding to DEMIN is, Upw = In (Em / Elq). 
Therefore, for given nuclide j, Upw - e® corresponds to the lowest lethargy point in the 
PW range from which a neutron can scatter elastically into the LMR. The down scatter 
source at some lethargy in the LMR may be limited to scatter from only a few nuclides. 
Also, the lethargy width of each group in the LMR determines the number of groups to 
which the PW down scatter is possible. Therefore, the total source moment of nuclide j 
at u, per unit lethargy, is obtained by the following expression, which is similar to 
equation (4.22).
JP UPWSj®(ux-u) ^ ( u  Odu1 (4.85)IK®S,k®(u) ' I
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Substituting the expression for the scatter kernel from equation (4.26) and then applying 
a sub-moment expansion as before, the above equation can be written as:
s ^ > ( u )  =  E h K( E)  I F ,® (u * )d u '
K I
(4.86)
where u 6  LMR group “g”. Similarly, utilizing the cumulative integral method
discussed previously, the source moment per unit lethargy at u, equation (4.86), can be 
written as,
Note that the source per unit lethargy in equation (4.87) corresponds to any arbitrary 
lethargy u within sink group “g”. In order to obtain the total source for the group, 
equation (4.87) must be integrated over group “g”. Therefore the MG scatter source 
moment for any arbitrary group g in LMR, due to elastic reactions in the PW range, is as 
follows:
Numerical evaluation of the above integral is performed by utilizing “Simpson’s 
approximation” technique. The three points required by this integration method are 
obtained by dividing group g into two panels such that, u,, u*, and uF correspond to the
(4.87)
for u € group g and u-e® <
s
(4.88)
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lethargy value at the top, middle, and final integration points, respectively. The final 
integration point, uF has a value corresponding to “MIN {u^j; Upw + e® }”, where u .̂, 
is the lethargy at the low energy boundary of group g . Also, uA corresponds to the 
lethargy value midway between the two integration points uF and uF Utilizing the two- 
panel Simpson's approximation, the above equation can be expressed as:
S&® = A®/3 [Sa®(Ul) + 4Sjk®(uA®) + S&<i>(uF®)] (4.89)
where A® = 0.5 ( uF® -U j) . The source moments per lethargy at the three integration 
points in the above equation (4.89), S^® (u^, S^® (uA®), and S^® (uF®), are obtained 
from equation (4.87). The final expression for the PW to LMR scatter source in group g 
is obtained by summing equation (4.89) over all nuclides and substituting it into the 
multigroup scatter source expression, equation (4.80), thus:
2$+l
Sp*., = £  — -  Y ^Q) £  A®/3 [S&®(u,) + 4S(k®(uA®) + S,®(u®)] (4.90)
& 2 i
The scatter source contribution from PW to LMR calculated from equation (4.90) is 
added to the group to group scattering to obtain the total scatter source for group g in 
LMR
4.7 Discrete Ordinates Technique
In this work, the PW solution to the Boltzmann equation is performed with the 
“Discrete Ordinates” method, which is also sometimes called the S*, m ethod^. The 
discrete ordinates technique is one of the most commonly used and most rigorous
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methods to solve the neutron transport equation. In this technique the continuous form 
of the transport equation is expressed in terms of discrete variables. Generally, the 
discrete ordinates equation is a representation of neutron balance over a finite-sized 
interval in phase space; whereas, the continuous form of the equation is a representation 
of neutron balance per unit phase space, over a differential phase space interval. Spatial 
variables are expressed as finite intervals (volume), and the direction variable as discrete 
directions. Spatial discretization is performed by dividing the geometry of the interest 
into the desired discrete mesh intervals, while the angular discretization is performed by 
representing the infinite  number of directions for neutron motion with a finite set of 
directions and weights (called the quadrature). In the conventional multigroup SN 
method, energy discretization gives the multigroup representation of the energy domain, 
as previously discussed. However, in this research project, no group averaging is 
required since the pointwise equation is just the transport equation evaluated at a 
particular energy mesh point rather than integrated over an interval.
The discretized Boltzmann transport equation at some energy point is 
obtained by integrating equation (4.1) over each discrete finite mesh cell and direction 
interval and evaluating it at a particular energy mesh point, resulting in:
Q.'VY(rpEIt,QB) + ^ ( r ^ m r ^ Q j  = S(rI,Ek,QB) + C K r^ Q j (4.91)
The calculation of the scatter source term in the above equation was discussed 
in detail in the previous sections. The average flux is calculated for each space and
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direction interval, and can be approximated as the flux at the midpoint of the cell. 
However, the energy variable is treated as “pointwise”, not as an average over a finite 
interval. Discretization of the angular flux variable appearing in the transport equation 
can lead to a large number of unknowns, even if the spatial domain is limited to one 
dimension Furthermore, a PW energy mesh may greatly enhance the number of 
unknowns. For example, a typical discrete ordinates calculation of a single reactor fuel 
pin (0.5 cm. diameter) may require 10-50 space intervals and 24 direction intervals. If 
we further assume a PW energy mesh o f20,000 points (which is often needed to 
represent resonance cross sections accurately), then this results in about 5-20 million 
unknown fluxes that must be calculated. Clearly, an efficient numerical algorithm must 
be developed if a realistic pointwise transport solution is to be feasible.
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CHAPTER 5
CENTRMCODE
As part of this research project, a comprehensive and user-friendly computer 
code, called CENTRM, has been developed based on the methodology presented 
previously. CENTRM utilizes both MG and PW calculation methodology to produce the 
continuous-energy solution to the Boltzmann transport equation in one dimensional 
geometries over the entire energy range, represented by the UMR, PW, and LMR. The 
combination of the solutions obtained over these regions provides a problem-specific 
continuous energy neutron spectra. Such neutron spectra can be used by codes such as 
PMC as a weight function for MG cross section averaging. The problem-specific MG 
cross sections can then be used by other codes, such as XSDRNPM or KENO, for 
reactor physics and criticality safety calculations. The main calculation flow diagrams of 
CENTRM are presented in the Appendix.
The CENTRM program is written in FORTRAN-77, and has been implemented 
on the LSU NSC SUN workstation and the ORNL DBM RS6000 workstation. The 
input format of CENTRM is based on the “FIDO” format, consistent with the other 
modules in SCALE. For complete description of the CENTRM input, the interested 
readers are encouraged to refer to the CENTRM documentation, Reference (IS). The
61
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nuclear data input into this code consist of two libraries containing the MG and PW 
cross section data, respectively.
In the following sections, the general features of the CENTRM code are first 
discussed, followed by a description of the functionality of the CENTRM code with 
respect to other SCALE modules. Several other key components in the overall 
CENTRM calculation sequence are then discussed. Finally, an overview of the 
calculation flow chart is presented in the last section of this chapter.
5.1 Features of CENTRM
Indeed, the distinguished feature of CENTRM is the capability of performing a 
combined MG and PW solution to the Boltzmann transport equation over the entire 
energy range (0 to 20 MeV). As discussed earlier, this problem-specific, continuous 
neutron energy spectrum calculated in CENTRM is a result of the coupling of the 
calculated neutron spectra within UMR, PW, and LMR. CENTRM computes flux 
spectra in one-dimensional systems (such as slab, cylinder, and sphere) as well as an 
infinite homogeneous medium. Although discrete ordinates is the preferred neutron 
transport methodology for computing fluxes in both MG and PW ranges, several other 
approximate methods (such as diffusion theory, infinite homogeneous medium, and 
zone-wise infinite medium) are also available. However, discrete ordinates is considered 
the most rigorous method, since the directional dependency of the angular flux and the 
anisotropic scattering are represented more accurately. CENTRM allows an arbitrary 
directional quadrature (SN). In the PW range, anisotropic scattering in the laboratory 
system is represented by Legendre expansions of the scattering kernel, limited to P7 for
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light nuclides and P3 for heavy nuclides (A > 100). These default limits may be altered 
by input parameters.
Other important features of CENTRM include the capability of generating 
problem-specific energy mesh internally within the PW range, based on characteristics of 
the total macroscopic cross section in a given system. The PW calculation range is 
defined by two user input parameters “DEMAX” and “DEMIN”. It should be noted that 
the selection of appropriate values for these parameters should be consistent with the 
assumptions and limitations of the methodology employed in CENTRM. Once the 
energy mesh is defined, the neutron flux spectrum is calculated for every spatial interval 
in the problem. There is no limitation on the number of material compositions nor spatial 
intervals used in the calculation. In CENTRM, just as in XSDRNPM, each composition 
is assigned to a specific “ZONE” which consists of any number of spatial intervals. As 
part of the input, a zone dependent temperature may be specified for the Doppler 
broadening the point cross sections.
CENTRM offers several options to input the problem-specific neutron source. 
The space dependent source can be in the form of fixed, fission, volumetric or surface 
sources. Finally, general boundary conditions such as vacuum, reflected, periodic, and 
albedo can be applied on either boundary.
5.2 Functionality of CENTRM Among Other SCALE Modules
SCALE offers two commonly used modules, XSDRNPM and KENO, for 
criticality calculations. While XSDRNPM, like CENTRM, is based on the deterministic 
Sn methodology applied to infinite media in one dimensional geometries, KENO is based
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on the Monte Carlo methodology which can be applied to complex 3-D systems. Unlike 
XSDRNPM, CENTRM does not perform eigenvalue calculations; it can only be applied 
to inhomogeneous problems. While CENTRM computes continuous energy spectra 
utilizing both MG and PW calculations, XSDRNPM is limited to MG calculations. In 
fact, both XSDRN and KENO utilize multigroup cross sections in the overall calculation. 
These MG cross sections, which are provided to scale in “AMPX MASTER” library 
format, must be corrected for resonance self-shielding. Currently these calculations are 
performed by the BONAMI and NTT AWL modules in SCALE. The resonance self­
shielding calculation in these codes is based on the more approximate Narrow Resonance 
and Nordheim methods, respectively. Figure 5.1 represents the flowchart of typical 
calculations currently performed using SCALE modules.
CENTRM offers major improvements and flexibilities over the current 
methodology. Integrating CENTRM with the other modules in the current sequence of 
calculations provides vital enhancement to the overall scale calculations by eliminating 
some of the important limitations of the resonance self shielding methodology. The 
problem-specific, continuous-energy neutron spectrum computed by CENTRM and the 
PW cross section library can be used to process a more accurate, problem specific MG 
cross section library. Currently the auxiliary PMC code, that was developed along with 
CENTRM, performs the MG cross section processing calculations. The updated 
problem specific MG cross section library produced by PMC can be used in higher order 
calculations, such as KENO. The role of CENTRM/PMC in the overall sequence of 
calculations is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1 Flowchart of a Typical Criticality Calculation Using SCALE Modules
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Problem-Independent, 












Generate Self-Shielded Multi group 
Cross-Sections for Pointwise 
Nuclides
CENTRM
Solve 1-D Transport Equation with 
Combined Multigroup and Pointwise 
Data
Self-Shielded Unresolved, UMR, and 
LMR Cross-Section with Bondarenko 
Method (BONAMI or NTT AWL); 
Convert To Working Library 
(NTTAWL)
Figure 5.2 Flowchart of Calculations to Generate Problem-Specific MG Data
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53  CENTRM Data Libraries
CENTRM utilizes an MG library in “AMPX WORKING” format, as well as, a 
PW data library in the “HYBRID” MG and PW transport calculations. In absence of 
PW data for a material, CENTRM resorts to MG data. As described earlier, the MG 
library defines the multigroup energy structure and provides all the necessary 
multigroup nuclear cross section data needed for the transport calculations. A complete 
description of the WORKING library format is found in the NITAWL section of the 
SCALE documentation. Prior to the CENTRM calculation, the MG cross sections in 
the WORKING library are self-shielded, typically through the BONAMI or NITAWL 
modules in the SCALE package.
The CENTRM PW data library contains point cross sections generated such 
that the value at any energy point can be obtained by linear interpolation within a 
specified tolerance (typically -0.1%). The PW library in general contains data at 
different temperatures. CENTRM utilizes /F  interpolation law to obtain the cross 
section data at the desired temperature. The PW data in the CENTRM library can be 
generated by the POLIDENT 0265 module in the AMPX package, or from a “PENDF(27)” 
file generated by NJOY02̂ , which must be converted to the CENTRM PW data library 
format. The format description of the CENTRM pointwise data library is presented in 
Reference (15).
Unless otherwise specified, CENTRM first searches the PW library for all 
required nuclides in the problem. If the PW cross sections for specific nuclide are not
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found in the PW library, CENTRM utilizes the MG cross sections data from the 
WORKING library in the calculation. In fact, even if no nuclides are matched in the PW 
library or even if a PW library is not provided, a PW calculation may still be performed 
using the MG cross sections from the working library. Also, for cases where the PW 
data is limited within a specific energy range, a combination of PW and MG cross 
sections may be used in the calculation. MG cross section data can be translated into 
“pseudo” PW data using two algorithms controlled by an input parameter. In the first 
method, the point cross section at energy E is set to equal the value of the group cross 
section corresponding to the group in which the energy point falls. In the second 
method the MG cross sections for groups within DEMAX to DEMIN are linearized in a 
continuous manner that preserves the group average value. Once in linearized form, the 
value of a cross section at energy E is obtained by simple interpolation.
S.4 Determination of PW Flux Energy Mesh
CENTRM constructs a problem specific energy mesh based on the 
characteristics of the macroscopic total cross section in the problem This approach 
ensures that a finer energy mesh is obtained for problems where the macroscopic total 
cross section exhibits fine resonance structures while a much courser energy mesh is 
used for problems with relatively smooth macroscopic cross sections, thus maximizing 
the efficiency of the code. The following is the list of steps taken in constructing a 
problem specific PW flux energy mesh:
1. The initial PW flux energy mesh consists of the MG energy boundaries.
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2. A union energy mesh is formed between the initial mesh and the PW energy 
meshes of the total cross section of individual nuclides within each zone.
3. The macroscopic total cross section is computed for the union mesh in each 
zone.
4. The zone-wise energy mesh obtained in step 2 is thinned based on linear 
interpolation of the macroscopic total cross section within a specified 
tolerance.
5. The thinned energy meshes for each zone are unioned to form a “global” 
mesh.
6. The global mesh is checked to insure it contains all the MG energy boundaries 
within DEMAX and DEMIN.
7. Finally, additional points are added to insure that the maximum lethargy width 
between successive points is less than one third of the maximum lethargy 
gained in an elastic interaction with the heaviest nuclide in the system.
Once the final energy mesh is obtained, the macroscopic total cross section for 
each zone, as well as, the microscopic scatter cross sections for each nuclide are 
mapped to all the points in the energy mesh. The thinning process is effective in 
reducing the total number of points used in the flux calculation, while preserving the 
essential macroscopic total cross section characteristics that impact the flux spectrum.
In a typical low enriched composition of UOj, an interpolation tolerance of 0.25% was 
found to reduce the number of points by over a factor of four.
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
CENTRM has undergone extensive testing which has resulted in several 
modifications and upgrades, in order to improve the performance and accuracy of the 
code. Although these modifications and upgrades have not had significant impact on 
earlier published results(14>, they have broaden the scope and applicability of CENTRM. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present results of calculations performed utilizing 
CENTRM code, release 98. Results presented here are part of the verification and 
validation process being performed at LSU for Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
In an effort to verify and validate (V&V) the CENTRM methodology, it is 
necessary to perform systematic testing and benchmarking. Such detailed 
benchmarking provides the foundation for utilizing the code in production calculations 
for core physics and criticality safety. The first task in the V&V program is to 
benchmark results for problems in which analytical solutions are possible. Next, results 
for some other simple problems can be validated by comparison with results from other 
transport codes, such as MCNP and XSDRN. The next phase is to benchmark criticality 
calculations that utilize CENTRM In these calculations, CENTRM plays a major role 
by providing a problem-specific flux spectrum, continuous in energy, which is used to 
generate problem dependent MG cross sections for subsequent criticality calculations.
70
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Calculated eigenvalues can be benchmarked with independent code results, as well as, 
experimental values. The following is a summary of types of problems considered in the 
CENTRM V&V program:
(1) Analytical Solutions for Flux Spectrum in Infinite Homogeneous Media
(2) PW Monte Carlo (MCNP) Calculations
(3) Experimental Benchmarks
6.1 Analytical Solution for Flux Spectrum in Infinite Homogeneous Media 
The primary goal in this section is to present the solution for the energy 
dependence of the neutron flux within the slowing down region in an infinite 
homogeneous medium. The slowing down region is the region where the fast fission 
neutrons are slowed down in energy due to interaction with the moderating materials in 
the medium, and typically corresponds to the energy range between 1 eV to 100 keV. 
The slowing down region is considered to be above the energy threshold where the 
neutron upscattering becomes important.
The neutron transport equation representing the neutron balance for the 
infinite homogeneous medium obtained from equation (4.1) to be
Consistent with the assumptions made in the PW calculations, scattering in the slowing 
down region is isotropic in the center of mass (as well as the lab system for an infinite
St(E)4>(E) (6.1)
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medium) and from nuclei initially at rest. Therefore from kinematics, the differential 
scattering cross section 2,(E'-~E) is given for a fixed value E to be0**
EE < E ' <  —
S,(E'-E) = ' (1-a) E '’
a
(6-2)
0, All other E '
where a=[(A-l)/(A+l)]2
Now consider a uniform source of strength S0 emitting neutrons of energy Eg 
near the top of the slowing down region. Also, assume that the moderation of the 
neutrons takes place in the absence of any absorption. Substituting the expression for 
the differential scattering source from equation (6.2) into equation (6.1) and replacing 
St by £„ the neutron transport equation can be written as:
6.1.1 Neutron Slowing Down in Hydrogen (A=l)
The assumption of zero absorption for a hydrogen moderator is realistic since
o,H -0.01). Substituting the appropriate values of A and a for hydrogen (A=l;a=0), the 
neutron transport equation reduces to the integral equation
Ss(E)<D(E)
elastic scattering in the slowing down range is the predominate interaction type (oaH /
2,(E)<I>(E) (6.4)
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The asymptotic solution*2** for the neutron flux spectrum in the above equation is given 
by
'  2 ^ 1  F w E < E - 
Since the scattering cross section of hydrogen is constant over a large energy 
range, the above solution indicates that the neutron flux per unit energy takes a “1/E” 
behavior. A convenient form of the above equation is obtained when written as a 
function of neutron lethargy. Recall
E„u = In— (6.6)
E
therefore the flux per unit lethargy is
*(u) = $ (E ) |-~ | = - A -  (6.7)
du St(u)
If the scatter cross section is constant, then the flux per lethargy is also 
constant. This analytical solution can easily be compared with the flux per lethargy 
obtained by CENTRM.
6.1.2 Neutron Slowing down in Moderators with A>1
In the case of elastic scattering from any moderator of arbitrary mass number 
A>1, it can be shown that the asymptotic neutron flux distribution is represented by an 
expression similar to equation (6.5) as follows*2**:
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5 S,(E)E
For E < E0 (6.8)
or in terms of neutron lethargy
(6.9)
where
5 = 1 +  — - —  lna
1 -  a
(6.10)
Note that the only difference between equation (6.8) and (6.5) is the additional term £. 
This term corresponds to average lethargy gain (average logarithmic energy loss) of a 
neutron in a collision with moderator mass A. In case of neutron slowing down in a 
mixture of moderator nuclides, the average value of 5 given by the following 
expression is used in equation (6.8) or (6.9).
6.1.3 Computation of Neutron Age
In the previous section, it was assumed that the neutron source is uniformly 
distributed throughout an infinite, homogeneous medium. This section presents 
expressions for the neutron “age”, r, in simple geometries where the neutron source is 
non-uniform. The neutron age, which is a measure of the space dependence of neutron
E ^ ( E )
i=t (6.11)
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slowing-down, is a  function o f energy and is expressed in units of cm2. Consider a point
source emitting neutrons of energy Eq at a point in an infinite moderating medium. By 
definition, x is proportional to the mean square slowing-down distance between the 
source and the point where the neutrons reach energy E. One particular energy point of 
interest at which the neutron age is calculated is the thermal energy cutoff point 
typically represented by ~1 eV. The mean square slowing-down distance traveled by 
the neutron to reach energy E* in spherical geometries is given by029’
where corresponds to the neutron flux at E*, one can evaluate equation (6.12) for a 
medium with constant cross sections and negligible absorption with conventional MG 
calculations. Thus, the value of the neutron age can be calculated by ̂
r2qlh(r)dV
(6.12)
where q* is the slowing-down density at E*, and dV is equal
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The results of the neutron age, x&, calculations using both the CENTRM and 
XSDRNPM codes for two spheres containing a point neutron source and moderated by 
water and carbon, respectively, are presented in the next section.
6.1.4 Results of Test Cases Analyzed
The following presents the list of sample problems for which the analytical 
solutions and the results of CENTRM calculations are compared.
1. Infinite homogenous medium of hydrogen with uniform source
2. Infinite homogenous medium of carbon with uniform source
3. Infinite homogenous medium of water with uniform source
For simplicity, it is assumed that all infinite media problems consist of a 
uniform source of one neutron per volume per second, and that the number density of 
each material is one. All the calculations performed in this section utilize ENDF-B/VT, 
MG data in 199 energy groups, and the CENTRM PW library generated at LSU.
Figures 6.1 through 6.3 illustrate the scatter cross section as a function of energy for 
hydrogen, carbon, and water, respectively. As shown in these figures, the scatter cross 
sections for these moderator nuclides within the slowing down range are nearly 
constant. In addition, the absorption cross sections are nearly zero.
Figures 6.4 through 6.6 compare analytical solutions and CENTRM 
calculations for the above infinite homogeneous problems, respectively. As shown in 
these figures, the CENTRM calculated flux per lethargy for the three infinite
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homogeneous media of hydrogen, carbon, and water, respectively, are within 1%, 0.5%, 
and 1% of the analytical solutions, respectively.
The calculation of the neutron age was performed with both CENTRM and 
XSDRNPM for a sphere of water and a sphere of carbon, both containing a point 
source of unity. The radii used for the two spheres in the calculation models are 100.0 
cm and 150 cm. These calculations utilize an ENDF/B-VI199 group library 
(VITAMIN B-6) and the same geometrical model and other input options, such as 
boundary conditions, order of Legendre expansion (P 3) ,  and order of quadrature (S*). 
The MG 199 group library was first collapsed to a 174 group library with MALOCS ̂  
so that all the groups in the thermal range (assumed below 1 eV) of the 199 group 
library are represented with only one group. The spatial variation of the MG flux in the 
thermal group is then used to calculate the neutron age. It is assumed that the neutron 
point source energy is approximately 1 MeV. Calculated values for the neutron age 
using CENTRM for the two spheres of water and carbon were 16.82 cm2 and 637.72 
cm2, respectively. Similar calculations performed with XSDRN for the two spheres 
resulted the values of 16.92 cm2 and 637.78 cm2 for the neutron age. Based on these 
calculations, the CENTRM results provide excellent agreement when compared to the 
results from the XSDRNPM code.
Such good agreement between CENTRM results and the analytical solutions, 
and the calculated values of the neutron age found with XSDRNPM, provides the first 
step in the validation and verification of the CENTRM code and method.














Figure 6.1 Scatter Cross Section of Hydrogen as a Function of Energy
































Figure 6.2 Scatter Cross Section of Carbon as a Function of Energy
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Figure 63 Scatter Cross Section of Water as a Function of Energy
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the Analytical and CENTRM Fluxes for Infinite 
Homogeneous Medium of H with Uniform Source




















Figure 6.5 Comparison of the Analytical and CENTRM Fluxes for Infinite 
Homogeneous Medium of C with Uniform Source
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of the Analytical and CENTRM Fluxes for Infinite 
Homogeneous Medium of H20  with Uniform Source
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6.2 PW Monte Carlo (MCNP) Calculation
MCNP is a powerful computer code based on the PW stochastic (Monte 
Carlo) method that is used in analyzing complex problems in reactor physics, criticality 
safety, and many other problems in science and engineering fields. Like CENTRM, 
MCNP also utilizes PW cross section data, continuous in energy, in the calculations. 
MCNP is one of the codes commonly used in benchmarking and validating other codes 
and methodologies due to capability and wide range applicability. Presented in this 
section are the results of several fuel pin cell eigenvalue calculations using the MCNP 
code, which were performed at LSU as part of the V & V of CENTRM. The 
eigenvalues calculated by MCNP are assumed to be target values and are used to 
benchmark CENTRM. Eigenvalue calculations can not be performed directly in 
CENTRM; therefore, such calculations are performed using the KENO multigroup 
Monte Carlo code, which utilizes CENTRM in the calculation sequence to generate 
MG data. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, the CENTRM problem-specific neutron 
spectrum is used to generate self-shielded MG data in the resolved resonance range and 
to replace the corresponding data in the MASTER library, thus utilizing problem- 
specific MG cross section data in the KENO calculations. Results from these 
calculations are to benchmark the methodology and CENTRM code.
6.2.1 Description of the Calculations
The MCNP calculations presented in this section were performed at LSU as 
part of the CENTRM V & V  program. All the MCNP runs utilize ENDF/B-VI data
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and one million histories in the calculations. One million histories were chosen for all 
problems to insure that the standard deviations obtained are reasonably small.
The MG data used in the CENTRM-PMC-KENO calculations is an ENDF/B- 
V I199 neutron groups library (VTTAMIN-B6) which is self-shielded through 
BONAMI and converted to WORKING library format for each problem prior to the 
CENTRM calculations. Consistent with the MG library, the PW data used by 
CENTRM is generated from ENDF/B-VI data by NJOY and converted to the 
CENTRM PW library format. The energy range for the PW calculations is set between 
0.1 eV to 10 KeV for all the problems to insure that the resolved range for most of the 
resonance nuclides is covered. Within this range, the PW representation of the cross 
section data is used for most nuclides, especially resonance nuclides; however, for those 
nuclides with no PW data in the library, a linearized representation of the MG data is 
utilized in the calculations. Other general options employed in the CENTRM 
calculations includes fixed source, Sg quadradure (24 directions), P3 Legendre 
expansion, and 0.2S % thinning tolerance.
The PMC code utilizes the problem-specific spectrum from CENTRM to 
generate self-shielded cross section data for the PW materials and replace the 
corresponding data in the MASTER library. The modified MASTER library is 
converted to a WORKING library prior to the KENO calculation. Finally the KENO 
Monte Carlo calculation is performed for the same problem that was modeled in MCNP 
to obtain the eigenvalue (K ^  for comparison.
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6.2.2 Results of Test Cases Analyzed
In this section the results of the eigenvalue (K ^ calculations for different fuel 
pin cells corresponding to infinite benchmark lattices are presented. Table 6.1 presents 
the list the cases analyzed. The TRX-1 lattice consist of slightly enriched (1.3%) 
metallic uranium rods arranged in a triangular pattern and moderated by water. The 
fuel pellets are composed of and 23*U and the clad material is aluminum. The 
complete description of this benchmark lattice can be found in Reference (31). NB-1 
corresponds to an infinite hexagonal lattice of similar fuel pins as the TRX-1 lattice.
The NB-4 corresponds to a typical “PWR” lattice with 2.75 % enriched uranium fuel 
pins enclosed by zirconium cladding and moderated by water. NB-2 corresponds to a 
lattice of mixed oxide fuel pins (MOj). The fuel is natural uranium with 2% plutonium, 
mainly 239 Pu. The clad is zirconium and the moderator is borated water. Finally GE9 
corresponds to a typical BWR 9X9 array of pins analyzed under different operating 
conditions.
Table 6.1 also presents a comparison of the eigenvalues calculated by KENO 
and MCNP. Recall that these KENO calculations utilize the problem-specific, self­
shielded cross section data process via CENTRM-PMC. Only ENDF/B-V MCNP 
results were available for the GE9 test cases; therefore, the 238 group ENDF/B-V MG 
library along with the ENDF/B-V PW cross section data were used in the CENTRM- 
PMC-KENO calculations for this case.
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Table 6.1 Comparison of the Calculated for a Set o f Numerical Benchmarks
Case No Benchmark Case KENO (% ReL DifT.) MCNP
1 TRX-1 1.1769 ±0.0005 (-0.170) 1.1789 ± 0.0007
2 NB-1 1.1375 ± 0.0005 (-0.079) 1.1384 ± 0.0006
3 NB-2 1.1687 ± 0.0006 (+0.017) 1.1685 ± 0.0007
4 NB-4 1.3371 ±0.0006 (-0.220) 1.3401 ±0.0007
5 Ge9cold 1.4527 ± 0.0006 (-0.160) 1.4551 ±0.0005
6 Ge9HZP 1.3622 ±0.0005 (-0.150) 1.3642 ± 0.0006
7 Ge9HFP 0% Void 1.3515 ± 0.0006 (-0.180) 1.3539 ± 0.0006
8 Ge9HFP 40% Void 1.2465 ± 0.0007 (-0.180) 1.2488 ± 0.0006
9 Ge9HFP 70% Void 1.1039 ± 0.0006 (+0.037) 1.1035 ± 0.0006
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As shown in table 6.1, the relative difference between the CENTRM-PMC- 
KENO and MCNP calculated K-INF for TRX-1, NB-1, NB-2, and NB-4 are -0.17, 
-0.079, 0.017, and -0.22%, respectively. The same parameter calculated with 
ENDF/B-V for GE9COLD, GE9HZP, GE9HFP 0%, GEHFP 40%, GEHFP 70% void 
are -0.16%, -0.15, 0.18, -0.18, and 0.037%, respectively. Overall, the calculated 
with the two different methods agrees within ~±0.2 %. Although both methods are 
based on Monte Carlo, the main portion of the discrepancy can be probably attributed 
to the PW vs. MG effects. Nevertheless, such a good agreement indicates the accuracy 
of the CENTRM methodology and the code itself for typical LWR criticality analysis.
6.3 Experimental Benchmark
In this section, the results of several experimental critical benchmarks are used 
as the third independent method to benchmark the CENTRM code and method. These 
experimental criticals are commonly known as Cross Section Evaluation Working 
Group "CSEWG(32)" benchmarks and are extensively used for ENDF/B data testing and 
benchmarking of calculational methodologies. The procedure is to model the 
experiment conditions for the criticality calculation using a code such as the 
XSDRNPM. Just as in previous calculations with KENO, the XSDRNPM calculation 
sequence also utilizes the problem-specific self-shielded MG cross section data 
generated through CENTRM-PMC in the calculations. As before, the accuracy of these 
data used in the calculations in turn reflects the accuracy of the CENTRM code and the 
method.
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6.3.1 Description of the Calculations
MG data used in the CENTRM-PMC-XSDRNPM calculations is an ENDF/B- 
V I199 neutron groups library (VTTAMIN-B6), self-shielded through BONAMI and 
converted to WORKING library format for each problem prior to the CENTRM 
calculations. The description of the input options used in CENTRM are exactly the 
same as discussed in the previous section. In feet, many input options and parameters 
are the same in both CENTRM and XSDRNPM; therefore, the applicable input options 
described previously are also used in XSDRNPM to insure consistency between the two 
codes. The effective multiplication factor calculated by XSDRN is used to compare 
with the experimental critical eigenvalue, which is essentially unity for all cases.
6.3.2 Test Cases Analyzed
Table 6.2 lists the test cases analyzed: five ORNL criticals, along with TRX-1 
& 2, and BAPL-1 through BAPL-3 lattices(31). The ORNL criticals are room- 
temperature benchmark experiments of unreflected spheres containing a homogeneous 
solution of highly enriched uranyl nitrate in H20 . They are composed of hydrogen, 
oxygen, nitrogen, 23*U, 23 TJ, ^U , and 23*U. ORNL-2 through ORNL-4 also contain 
some concentration of boron. These experiments were performed by Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory during the 1950's and 1960's. The TRX-2 benchmark is similar to 
TRX-1 described earlier, with the exception of the fuel pin pitch. The experiments were 
performed by Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory in the 1950's*31*. The BAPL benchmarks
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1 TRX-1 0.99085 (-0.9150) — 1.0000
2 TRX-2 0.99454 (-0.5460) — 1.0000
3 BAPL-1 0.99682 (-0.3180) — 1.0000
4 BAPL-2 0.99743 (-0.2570) — 1.0000
5 BAPL-3 0.99902 (-0.0980) — 1.0000
6 ORNL-1 0.99726 (-0.2740) 0.9972 ±0.0006 1.0000
7 ORNL-2 0.99707 (-0.2930) 0.9973 ± 0.0006 1.0000
8 ORNL-3 0.99411 (-0.5890) 0.9945 ± 0.0006 1.0000
9 ORNL-4 0.99557 (-0.4430) 0.9943 ± 0.0006 1.0000
10 ORNL-10 0.99737 (-0.2630) 0.9975 ± 0.0006 1.0000
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are room temperature H20  moderated lattices of 1.311 w% enriched uranium oxide 
rods arranged in a triangular pattern. The fuel pellets are composed of235!!, 23*U, and 
oxygen with aluminum clad material. These experiments w oe also performed at 
Bettis00.
Table 6.2 also presents the calculated multiplication factor (K ^ obtained by 
the CENTRM-PMC-XSDRNPM sequence. It should be noted that the experimental 
for all critical lattices is essentially unity. As shown in this table, the relative 
difference between the calculated and measured for ORNL-1, ORNL-2, ORNL-3, 
ORNL-4, and ORNL-10 are -0.274, -0.293, -0.589, -0.443, and -0.263%, respectively. 
Similarly, the relative difference for BAPL-1 through 3, TRX-1, and TRX-2 are -0.318, 
-0.257, 0.01, -0.915 and -0.546 %, respectively. The differences observed here are not 
necessarily due entirely to the calculational methodology but in some part are due to 
uncertainties in the fundamental cross section data used in the calculations. In fact, as 
mentioned earlier, the CSEWG benchmarks are utilized as an acceptance test for 
ENDF/B nuclear data. For the sake of comparison, the calculated values from 
MCNP are also included for the ORNL criticals in table 6.2. Excellent agreement is 
observed between MCNP and CENTRM-PMC-XSDRN calculated because MCNP 
results also underestimate the for all ORNL criticals, the observed discrepancies 
between calculated and experimental eigenvalues is very likely due to cross section data 
uncertainties thus the results obtained from the CENTRM-PMC-XSDRNPM
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calculation sequence are within the uncertainties due to cross section data, and again 
validate the accuracy of the code and the method.
6.4 CENTRM Impact on Criticality Calculations
This section presents the results of the analysis of the CENTRM impact on 
criticality and reactor physics calculations. Several pin cell eigenvalue calculations are 
performed with and without CENTRM in the SCALE calculation sequence. As before, 
the eigenvalue calculations are performed using both the XSDRNPM and KENO codes. 
All calculation options used in these sets of calculations are identical. In fact, the only 
difference is whether the MG library used in the calculation has been reprocessed 
through the CENTRM-PMC codes or through BONAMI-NITAWL alone. Table 6.3 
presents the results of the calculations for the ORNL critical benchmarks. Because
these spheres can be modeled accurately in one dimensional geometry, XSDRN used to 
calculate the K^. As seen from the results in table 6.3, the calculated with or 
without CENTRM for the ORNL spheres overall agrees well, indicating negligible 
impact from the rigorous treatment of the self-shielding effect through CENTRM-PMC. 
This is to be expected since the HEU ORNL spheres represent a dilute system. 
Therefore, the approximate Bondarenko method used in the self-shielding treatment is 
adequate. In fact, self-shielding of the cross section data is a minor effect in such cases. 
The flux spectrum at the center of the ORNL-1 sphere obtained from the CENTRM 
calculation is presented in figure 6.7. As seen in this figure, the neutron flux spectrum
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Table 6.3 CENTRM Impact on the Calculated Eigenvalues with XSDRNPM




1 ORNL-1 0.99727 (+0.0010) 0.99726
2 ORNL-2 0.99708 (+0.0010) 0.99707
3 ORNL-3 0.99417 (+0.0060) 0.99411
4 ORNL-4 0.99560 (+0.0030) 0.99557
5 ORNL-10 0.99738 (+0.0010) 0.99737
6 TRX-1 1.17591 (+0.0830) 1.17494
7 NB-1 1.14336 (+0.6250) 1.13626
8 NB-2 1.17249 (+0.0960) 1.17136
9 NB-4 1.34361 (+0.6010) 1.33558
10 Ge9Cold 1.45674 (+0.3080) 1.45226
11 Ge9HZP 1.37214 (+0.5250) 1.36497
12 Ge9HFP 0% Void 1.35974 (+0.5410) 1.35242
13 Ge9HFP 40% Void 1.25723 (+0.8090) 1.24714
14 Ge9HFP 70% Void 1.11717(1.1420) 1.10456
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Figure 6.7 Neutron Spectra at the Center of the ORNL-1 Critical Sphere
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does not exhibit any significant resonance structure dips, indicating a low sensitivity to 
the self-shielding effect.
Similar calculations were performed for the TRX, NB, and GE9 numerical 
benchmarks. The for these reflected pin cell cases were calculated by XSDRNPM 
with the standard SCALE approach now used. The calculated values without 
utilizing CENTRM-PMC self-shielded MG cross section data are ~0.1% to over 1.1% 
higher than the CENTRM cases. The calculated using the MG cross section data 
self shielded through CENTRM-PMC agree well with results obtained by the MCNP 
code, as discussed earlier. The differences in the calculated illustrate the 
importance of the rigorous treatment of the self-shielding effect in these particular 
systems. Figure 6.8 through 6.10 presents the continuous neutron spectrum calculated 
by CENTRM for the TRX-1 case at three different radial locations: in the middle of the 
fuel pellet, outer edge of the fuel pellet, and in the middle of the surrounding water 
moderator, respectively. As shown in this figure, while the neutron spectrum in the 
UMR and LMR varies smoothly as a function of energy representing the MG solution, 
the PW neutron spectrum in the resolved resonance exhibits very fine and complex 
structures. As expected, the PW neutron spectrum exhibits the greatest degree of self­
shielding at the center on the fuel pin. As seen from Figure 6.8, the flux at the energy 
range corresponding to the 23*U resonances drop sharply. For example, the flux at the 
center of the 6.6 eV resonance is about six orders of magnitude lower than that of the 
value outside the resonance. The presence of such fine structure characteristics in the
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Figure 6.8 Neutron Spectra at the Center of Fuel Pellet in TRX-1 Lattice Unit 
Cell
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Figure 6.9 Neutron Spectra at the Edge of Fuel Pellet in TRX-1 Lattice Unit Cell
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Figure 6.10 Neutron Spectra at the Center of Moderator in TRX-1 Lattice Unit 
Cell
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neutron spectrum is still evident at the outer edge of the fuel pin cell, as shown in Figure 
6.9. However, such characteristics are not as dramatic as in the center of the fuel, 
indicating a lower degree of self-shielding. Once in the center of the moderator region, 
only the residue of the fine structure in the neutron spectrum is present, and the flux is 
clearly a smoother distribution. The above behavior in the neutron spectrum from 
center of the fuel pin to the middle of the moderator region dearly illustrates the 
importance of the space dependency in the self-shielding effect. Such space dependent 
spectrum can be used to produce space-dependent, self-shielded cross sections which in 
turn may impact the accuracy of the calculations.
Finally, table 6.4 presents the results of the eigenvalue calculations for several 
pin cells using the KENO code with and without CENTRM-PMC in the calculation 
sequence. While, the impact of CENTRM for NB-2 case is relatively low, the results 
for NB-1 and NB-4 show a much larger impact. The eigenvalue (K ^  calculated for 
these two pin cells using the standard SCALE calculation sequence (i.e., without 
CENTRM) is -0.5% higher than the CENTRM results. Similarly, the KENO results 
without CENTRM for the GE9 pin cells indicate between —+0.3 to —+-1.0% differences, 
compared to the results obtained with CENTRM-KENO. These results indicate that 
the CENTRM methodology may have a significant impact on calculations where the 
self-shielding effect plays a major role.
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Table 6.4 CENTRM Impact on the Calculated Eigenvalues with KENO
Case
No
Benchmark Case KENO (% ReL DifT.) 
(BONAMI-NTTAWL)
CENTRM-KENO
1 NB-1 1.1441 ±0.0005 (+0.5800) 1.1375 ± 0.0005
2 NB-2 1.1701 ±0.0005 (+0.1200) 1.1687 ± 0.0006
3 NB-4 1.3440 ± 0.0006 (+0.5160) 1.3371 ±0.0006
4 GE9Cold 1.4575 ± 0.0006 (+0.2890) 1.4533 ± 0.0006
5 GE9HZP 1.3738 ± 0.0006 (+0.4910) 1.3671 ±0.0006
6 GE9HFP 0% Void 1.3624 ± 0.0006 (+0.5390) 1.3551 ±0.0006
7 GE9HFP 40% Void 1.2585 ± 0.0006 (+0.5830) 1.2512 ± 0.0006
8 GE9HFP 80% Void 1.1191 ±0.0006 (+0.9930) 1.1081 ±0.0006
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The CENTRM code provides highly accurate and detailed problem-specific 
and space-dependent neutron spectra for one dimensional geometries over the full 
energy range of most interest in reactor physics and criticality safety calculations, 
typically ranges from 0-20 MeV. While the solution in the Upper Multigroup Range 
(UMR) and Lower Multigroup Range (LMR) is based on MG methodology, the 
solution in the resolved resonance range utilizes the PW methodology developed for 
this study to obtain the continuous neutron spectrum. Within the PW resolved 
resonance range the presence of any fine structure resonance in the cross section data is 
reflected in the calculated spectrum, thus rigorously accounting for the effect of the 
energy variation of the cross section data in the neutron spectrum. Such a spectrum can 
be utilized in generating problem-specific and space dependent self-shielded MG cross 
section data which can be used with other codes such as XSDRN and KENO for 
criticality safety calculations. This guarantees that the MG cross section data used in 
the calculation are self-shielded for each problem of interest and are no longer based on 
a generic spectral weight function.
The PW transport calculation in CENTRM utilizes two new methodologies, 
“sub-moment expansion” and “cumulative integral operator”, for efficiently evaluating
101
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the elastic scatter source moments and the integral terms associated with the calculation 
of the down scatter source at each energy point. These two techniques provide a great 
deal of savings in the computation time and effort. Also utilized in CENTRM is a new 
treatment for the calculation of the scatter source between the UMR-PW and PW- 
LMR. These methods enable a smooth continuous spectrum to be calculated over the 
entire energy range.
CENTRM offers major improvement, enhancement, and flexibility over the 
current methodology commonly used in criticality safety and reactor physics 
calculations by the ORNL SCALE system of codes. CENTRM is written in 
FORTRAN-77 and has been implemented on the LSU NSC SUN workstation and the 
ORNL IBM RS6000 workstation. Although the code is based on the discrete ordinates 
method in one-dimensional geometry, it also offers other calculational options such as 
the integral transport theory based on collision possibilities. Arbitrary one-dimensional 
systems (such as slab, cylinder, and sphere), as well as, infinite homogeneous media can 
be modeled by the code. Other features allow a user to specify the desired type of 
calculation (MG or PW), the energy range for the PW calculation, the number and 
compositions of materials in the system, the number and arrangement of spatial zones 
and spatial intervals, the number of discrete directions (S*,) used to describe neutron 
flow, the order of Legendre expansion (PJ of the scatter source, and the selection of 
PW or MG treatment for each nuclide in the system. The problem-dependent energy 
mesh is calculated internally by the program based on the behavior of the macroscopic
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PW total cross sections, to ensure that a sufficient number of energy points chosen 
around the resonances, while limiting the number of energy points where the 
macroscopic total cross section is smooth. Finally, nuclear data input into this code 
consists of two libraries containing the MG and PW cross section data, respectively. A 
set of pointwise nuclear data has been generated from the basic ENDF files (ENDF/B-V 
and VI) for use with the program. The IO format for the CENTRM program is 
consistent with existing Oak Ridge National Laboratory codes so that it may be 
executed within a comprehensive calculational sequence for nuclear analysis. Several 
calculation flow diagrams of the CENTRM code are presented in the Appendix.
Throughout the development phase, CENTRM has gone through extensive 
debugging and testing and optimization to verify the code’s accuracy, reliability and 
affordability. In the final phase of testing, a three-step program is designed in an effort 
to validate and verify the integrity of the methodology and CENTRM code. The first 
step of the V& V program consisted of comparing the calculated results with results 
obtained from analytical solutions. The second step consisted of the comparison with 
the results from other existing numerical methods (such as, pointwise Monte Carlo), 
while the third step utilized the benchmark experiments in the V&V of CENTRM. The 
benchmark experiments used in the analysis were performed previously by other 
organizations and the experimental results have been published for use in methods 
validation and nuclear data testing.
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The analytical solution for the neutron spectrum within the slowing down 
region of an infinite  homogenous non-absorbent medium with a uniform source was 
utilized to verify the calculated spectrum by CENTRM. The calculated results for three 
different problems of the infinite homogenous mediums of hydrogen, carbon, and water 
compared well within 1% of the analytical solutions obtained for each problem. 
Separately, the calculated values of the neutron “age”, which is a measure of neutron 
slowing-down, for two different problems of spheres of water and carbon with a point 
source were compared with the results of similar calculations with the XSDRN code. 
Excellent agreement, almost identical, between the results from the two codes was 
obtained.
A series of pin cell eigenvalue calculations was performed with the MG Monte 
Carlo code KENO, utilizing the CENTRM-PMC calculation sequence to generate MG 
self-shielded cross section data. The multigroup data self-shielded with the spectrum 
calculated by CENTRM impacts the accuracy of the eigenvalues calculated by KENO. 
The CENTRM-PMC-KENO results were compared with the results of the pointwise 
Monte Carlo code MCNP. Although MCNP and KENO are both based on the Monte 
Carlo methodology, MCNP utilizes point cross section data in the calculation while 
KENO relies on the MG approach. The calculated eigenvalues for all the pin cells from 
CENTRM-PMC-KENO agree well within ±0.2% of the MCNP values.
In the final step of the V& V program, the CENTRM code was validated by 
analyzing several experimental critical benchmarks. Critical eigenvalues for these
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experimental benchmarks were computed by the XSDRNPM code. For the ORNL 
critical spheres, the observed average difference relative to the experimental was about - 
0.37% with the worst relative difference of -0.59% for ORNL-3. Similarly, the 
observed relative difference for the BAPL-1, BAPL-2, BAPL-3, TRX-1, and TRX-2 
were -0.318, -0.257, +0.01, -0.915, and -0.546%, respectively. These comparisons are 
in line with the results of other data testing analyses published(33> for these benchmarks. 
For example, the values obtained for the ORNL critical spheres agree very well with the 
MCNP calculated values. It must be noted that the discrepancies are not necessarily 
due to the inaccuracy in the methodology, but rather reflect the overall uncertainties in 
the basic ENDF/B nuclear data.
Results obtained from the three steps in the V&V program are satisfactory and 
indicate that both the CENTRM methodology and the program are accurate within the 
scope and intended purpose. With the validity of the method and code established, the 
impact of CENTRM to the typical LWR criticality calculations was also analyzed. 
Several pin cell eigenvalue calculations with XSDRN and KENO were performed with 
and without CENTRM in the standard SCALE calculation sequence. Results from 
these calculations indicate that for problems with greater degree of self-shielding, 
CENTRM improves the accuracy of the criticality calculations. For example, in 
calculations performed for the homogeneous ORNL spheres, CENTRM does not have 
much impact, due to the lower degree of self-shielding in the ORNL spheres. In these 
cases the approximate methodology presently used for self-shielding cross section data
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appears to be adequate. In contrast, the results of the calculations with XSDRNPM for 
the heterogeneous (fuel, clad, moderator) pin cells of TRX-1, NB, and GE9 show 
between 0.1 to 1.1% improvement when utilizing CENTRM in the calculation 
sequence. Similar differences are found when the calculations are performed with 
KENO. Results of both XSDRNPM and KENO with CENTRM in the calculation 
sequence overall provide better agreement with MCNP results.
One can look at CENTRM as the foundation for the next generation of 
resonance processing codes which will no longer be subject to severe limitations of 
computation resources. Already projects are in progress at Louisiana State University, 
supported by Oak Ridge National Laboratory, to expand the PW calculation in 
CENTRM to the thermal range. Also, under consideration by LSU and ORNL is to 
extend the PW calculation into the unresolved resonance range and inelastic scatter 
region so that a PW calculation could be performed over the entire energy range. 
Another future project is development of a two-dimensional lattice physics code which 
utilizes PW methodology in the spectrum calculations.
Already the available computer resources have significantly improved since the 
start of the decade; and with even more dramatic hardware enhancements on the 
horizon, the rigorous and fundamentally sound techniques as in CENTRM could be 
applied to more general and complex problems, as well as, even routine production 
calculations during the next few years.
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APPENDIX:
FLOW DIAGRAMS OF CENTRM CODE
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Figure A.1 CENTRM Main Calling Flowchart




Controls Balance Table Prints
MGOUT
Controls MG Flux Prints and/or 
Punch
PXOUT
Controls PW Flux Output File
CALC
Controls Overall MG and PW 
Calculations
DRTRAN
Controls Reading Inputs, 
Defining Parameters, Mixing 
Macroscopic Data, Set up 
 Pointers, and etc.
Figure A.2 Calling Flowchart in Subroutine CONTROL




Controls Edit and Print Selected 
Arrays
MGARR
Controls Defining all the 
Parameters, Pointers, for MG 
Calculation,
CALCRNG
Determines the Group Limits on 
PW Calculation
MIX
Controls Mixing of MG 
Macroscopic Data
PXARR
Controls Defining all the 
Parameters, Pointers, and 
Relevent Data Used in PW 
Calculation
Figure A.3 Calling Flowchart of Subroutine DRTRAN




Determine Zone Dependent Arrays
PXZAS






Calculate PW Constants & Arrays
i "
GCOEF 
Calculate Submoments Expansion 
_________ Coefficients________
LINRIZ
Linearize MG Cross Sections
UNITED &EMSH 
Determine PW Energy Mesh
PXREAD
Read PW Cross Sections
PXSSET
Map Cross Sections Over Energy Mesh
PXPTS
Get an Estimate for Total Number 
of Energy Points
Figure A.4 Calling Flowchart of Subroutine PXARR




Calculates Geometric Parameters (Area & Volume,..)
FIXSRC
Calculates the Overall Normalized Fixed Source
OUTER ITERATION 
DO 10001^= 1, ICM
LOOP OVER GROUPS 





Calculate Down Scatter Source From PW to LMR
MGSRC
Calculates MG Total Source and Cross Sections
CALC Continues
Figure A.5 Calling Flowchart of Subroutine CALC 
(figure continued)
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(NPT=NP(IIG)) YES NO (NPT=1)
PW Calc.
LOOP OVER POINTS 
DO 9000 NG =1, NPT






Controlling Routine For Flux Calculations
SUMBAL
Computes Quantities Needed For Rebalance Calculation
PXCAL (PW Only)
Calculates the PW Source at Each Energy Points in PW Range
REBALN (MG Only)
Perform Space Dependent Rebalance Scaling For SN Calculation
PREPXC
Initialize Arrays, Convert Boundary Source to "Per Unit Lethargy'
CONVRG
Computes Convergence, Accelerates Convergence of PW Flux in 
___________________Doubly-Reflector___________________
FTRSTP (IF IIG=MGHI+1)
Calculates Elastic Scattering Source From Transition Range to 
_______________ PW, Initialize Arrays,..._______________
Figure A.5 Continued














and IUP >1 ?
UPDATE
Calculates the Current Cumulative Integral 
and Stores in "CUM" Array
PREPOUT
Prepares Flux Per Lethargy Values Over Entire 
Energy Range
ACCEL
Calculates Scaling Factors Used to Accelerate the Flux 
Convergance in Thermal Range
MGSUM
Calculates MG Integral Parameters; eg, MG Fluxes and 
Group Dependent Parameters for Balance Table
Figure A.5 Continued




Gets Macroscopic Cross Sections at Current 
Energy Point for PW Calculations
PXSORM
Calculates PW Scatter Source From 
'Cumulative Integrals" and "Excess Integrals'
HFACTR
Computes Factors ”h(E)M Used in Submoment 
Expansion
RANGEN
Determines Range of Integration for "Excess 
Integrals" Used in Calculating Scatter Source 
in PW Range ____
Figure A.6 Calling Flowchart of Subroutine PXCAL







Calculates Flux Using BN Method
s. J
ZHOMO
Calculate Flux for Zonewise
Homogeneous Medium
CELL
Calculates Flux for Homogeneous 4-------
Medium
DT
Calculates Flux Using Diffusion Method
...
INNER
Calculates Flux Using SN Method
INTRAM
Calculates Flux Using Collision 4--------------
Probability Method
Figure A.7 Calling Flowchart of Subroutine SOLVER
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UPDATE
CUMINTN
Stores "Cumulative laterals" at 
Current Lethargy Point in "CUM' 
Array
WFACTR
Calculates "l/h(E)" Values for all 
Submoments at Current Energy "E'
NUTLKM 
Calculates the New Value for the 
"Cumulative Integrals"
Figure A.8 Calling Flowchart of Subroutine UPDATE
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